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Sandra McPherson

THE MUSEUM OF THE SECOND CREATION

The dioramacist does not know

How the Creator shows emotion.

So he flings the passenger pigeon across the sunset

As a guess. And the pigeons look joyous.

In fact, he says, I could call it a sunrise,

No one will ever know.

If there is a whole

Table of feet, and one

Of skulls, and a rugful of antlers, a bench of pelts,

A skinner has loved to give samples to touch,

A collector has strewn away the danger

By pooling big and little teeth.

And the taxidermist must be happy each time

He's given a weasel to stuff, maybe that's

His favorite animal, and best if it's a Least

Weasel, once full of night courage, at the neck

Of a cat or the heel

Of a cow.

Who fills museums
Loves to recreate little horses.

I have seen them in most big cities, little horses

In a rodeo through swamps, little horses

That could companion us

Like dogs.

Joining the fruit-bat's bones.

The stringer loves to reveal its outgrown fingers.

Strokes of fossil longer than our own. Flying

on a wire

At dusk, its mouseflesh gone, its tarp wings rotted.

Big starlight hands.

The visitor says: Lost love, your body is so
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Recreated in me
That I can look in the glass

Polished round the animal we loved the most
And see how nearly real you are.

What reincarnation is there? What can I learn

From the egg-gatherer

Sitting on his license to clean a new lilac shell.

Turning its most ecstatic face upward?
What can I glean from the late-late janitor

Sweeping up moths that fall

Through seal ribs strung near the light?

Their wings are now his

—

Their sparkle's on his broomstraws.
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LAVENDER MIST

They used to be furnishings

Of scrolled oak, turned legs,

Until, that year I turned of age.

My landlord made them birds' eggs.

A scared man, Mr. Horn

Had seen too much harm.

He liked paying girls in his house

But no other charm.

The ugly spackle paint, gray

And pink, marshed and matted

Every wooden thing, each doglike

Faithful table dotted

To sedate the scratches

And confettify the dust on the big

Black and white, the set sprayed weightless

As its aerial. . . . Like a bird's egg

A bureau's edges blur. Dressing,

I bump into it, even the bruise

Is lavender. Nor are there

Shadows. The house

Is unharmable. The speckles hide

An army band of ants

Mrs. Horn strokes from the flour

To make biscuits she wants

Us to eat. As they turn gold

I think her the better Midas. . . .

But should one come of age

Boarding in a nidus
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Of faces that show no hurt?

Beginning as we were

Our tiring jobs and hardworking

Romances? And to swear?

To the one real songbird.

Their daughter, I called when
I played, flaws and all.

Their flawlessly freckled Baldwin.

(Note: "Lavender Mist" is also the title of a painting by Jack-

son Pollock.)
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John Woods

DISORDER AND THE FEAR OF SPRING

We live again in the mottled time,

the sun silvering, the windows feathered,

the crackling tire ruts. Sometimes

November brings vigorous trades,

even a high raunchiness. The trees explode

like old gazettes and we behold

gnarled, precise looms. Upstate, the deer's head

dreams to a point and our winter indians

are honing arrowheads of fine alloy.

Certain pollsters understand what it all means:

Martian vapors, the switch to white wine,

the new dispensation of bee hives.

Most of us go out in undecided weather

and solemnly chain our tires to the road.

Remembering the blizzards, our drinkers

hide vodka in the garage, while the mortgaged
take down the paintbrush, still in its plastic.

Autumn, what do you want? Split ends,

sorting of old clothes, soldering

the last connection? Shake out your purse

if you would explain cosmology. Sort your collection

of finishing nails. Call your uncle, the rust.

The lover's fine shirt ends up dust rags.

Pale armies, neighbors, are in training,

ready to bivouac under that bright, stupid banner,
the spring.
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Giovanni Raboni

THIS IS THE CATALOGUE

And then, if you go around on foot you'll end up

knowing them all: the big old ladies

of the via Lazzaretto, animated

and in groups like cronies, gossiping: the modest

middle-class women, almost lugubrious, waiting

between the Ponte Vetero and the Arena:

the blonde from Cinque vie

with her swollen face. So you see

it's utterly different from the big boulevards

where the girls are healthy and slender

and stroll along laughing among
the people with their hoods turned up

against the clear, bright light of armored cars . . .
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LITTLE COMEDY

Not that it means much to me, you know. It's not at all

obligatory. And I always have these things

on me, the twig for peeling, the halfwit's

profile for carving on the walking stick.

Let's not talk about it any more, don't you think?

(The train

starts up again. It's never darker than it is now.)



MAGDALEN'S FEARS

Em afraid of wood and rock.

I'm afraid of the body, of the nerves that are

lacerated,

of cut tendons, I'm afraid of light.

I'm afraid of the stone that will shut your door.

I'm afraid of the wind and of the voices. I'm afraid

of the crow that will eat you. I'm afraid of the wolf

that will find your bones. I'm afraid

that you're dead and every night

I'll be afraid you'll kiss me with ice

and pull my feet beneath the sheet.

translated by Vinio Rossi and Stuart Friebert
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Donald Hall

NOTES ON THE IMAGE:
BODY AND SOUL

1. As W. J. T. Mitchell puts it, "To speak of 'imagery' . . .

in temporal arts like . . . literature ... is to commit a breach

in decorum, or, to put it more positively, to make a metaphor."

The poem's only genuine image is the squiggles of ink on paper

which make letters and punctuation marks.

2. Sometimes people speak of the image as if it meant
something else, and as if they knew what it meant. Here is a defi-

nition from a popular textbook: "Images are groups of words that

give an impression to the senses. Most images are visual, but we
can also make images of taste, touch, hearing, and smell . . ."A
sensible definition, no doubt — but it has little to do with what
we mean when we use the word "image" in connection with a

poem. When we speak of images in poetry, we speak of four or

five different things, some of which have nothing to do with
making "an impression to the senses."

3. Literary terms, by appointment in Samarra, eventually
contain not only what they started with but the opposite of what
they started with. "Spirit and image" meant "soul and body."
But image has come also to mean precisely not-body, not-X be-
cause an imitation or a copy of X. From a copy or representation
of a thing, the word can then move to mean the essence of a

thing, therefore image comes to mean "spirit" which began by
being its opposite.

As with literary terms so with literary movements. The
manifestoes of the Imagist Movement praised the particular
over the abstract, the local over the infinite; and we were en-
joined not to speak of "dim lands of peace." When Pound reported
in a metaphor taken from electricity that the image is language
charged with meaning," we no longer heard about description
and detail; we heard about quality and value, about intensity and
intelligence. Here was Imagism's appointment in Samarra: the
movement which started as an assault on the symbol ended by
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requiring that symbolism house itself in the particular without

an explanatory genitival conjunction linking it to an abstraction.

Two lines of Pound's are sometimes cited as the image's

apogee: "T he apparition of these faces in the crowd;/ Petals on a

wet, black bough." Like most of us, I enjoy this morsel; but it is

not only "an impression to the senses." The word "apparition" in-

troduces magic — how infinite, how fin de siecle — which by its con-

notation governs what follows. Pound the magician poet, as

gifted as Ovid's deities, metamorphoses faces into petals; because

the word "apparition" is poetic, the word "petals" takes on the as-

sociation of beautiful flowers; and the word "bough" completes a

natural scene. Thus the faces are by association pretty as they

stand out against the dull crowd: bright petals torn by storm,

blown by wind, stuck by rain to dark limbs. It is all accomplished

by assertion.

4. We make poetry of our conflicts, our warring opposites,

although we do not always pretend to; and we may not even

know we do. When William Carlos Williams wrote "no ideas but

in things," I suppose that he was aware of the paradox: the state-

ment disexemplifies itself, an idea made of no things at all. And

his famous image poem depends upon something besides an

image: "so much depends/ upon/'claims W. C. W., with an image-

less urgency that illuminates the picture of a red wheelbarrow

shiny with raindrops next to some white chickens.

5. Or take Ted Hughes, from a poem in Moortown : "The

wind is oceanic in the elms . .
." Is this an image? The wind

which is invisible to the eyes becomes tangible and visible with

the cooperation of the elms; the elms by responding make the

wind visible — more, they make it audible: this image of course

is a metaphor (airy wind compared to watery ocean) and the

comparison takes place to the senses not visually but audibly. For

the image to raise itself to sense-perception, the metaphor had

to operate first.

"The wind is oceanic in the elms" . . . Beyond the audible

comparison there is comparison of size. The wind is as vast as the
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ocean. And this is not a piece of sense data but an idea, a concep-

tual metaphor. But if it is imaginable we imagine it in terms of ex-

tent; I believe that “extent” is an abstraction of a visual experi-

ence.

6. “.
. . Dim lands of peace" does seem like rotten language;

we prefer this syntactical arrangement when it attaches particu-

lars: “the camera of my eye.“ But this image is not visual or sen-

suous but conceptual, for an eye regarded as a camera looks no
different from an eye regarded as an eye; the metaphor suggests

not a datum of sense but an idea of function or utility . . .

But if we despise “lands of peace,” do we also despise “sea of

trouble”? The man suggested that he might “take arms against a

sea,” which is surely an image, fantastic as Cuchulain — which
becomes less image and more metaphor when we add the geni-

tive.

7. Lautreamont's is probably the most famous surreal

image: the chance meeting on a dissecting table of a sewing ma-
chine and an umbrella. Of course one can see it if one tries; it is

not especially interesting to try: we don't imagine it, we illustrate

it.

Surrealism is typically visual, perhaps excessively visual. If

its pictures are literary, its narratives are pictorial. Many sur-
realist poems could be descriptions of a series of paintings. And
the name of each of them is The Strange Encounter. It is always
the umbrella and the sewing machine, even when the umbrella
wears shark's teeth and the sewing machine has goat's ankles.

8. There is also the metaphor that is perfunctory as meta-
phor, and vivid as image. “That time of year thou mayst in me be-
hold . . . Obvious not because of overuse but because of nat-
ural symbolism, night as death and autumn as age . but:
When yellow leaves or none or few do hang . . becomes
more interesting not because of the image of turned foliage but
because of the rhythm of its syntax, hurtling and hesitate by
turns. Then: “Bare ruin'd choirs, where late the sweet birds sang
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. .
." The audacity is imagistic and metaphoric together; a com-

parison compared over again, a likeness distanced by a further

likeness.

9. There are comparisons without images — "as futile as an

old regret" — and of course there are images without metaphors:

cold hands, sour cabbage, huge spider . . .

On occasion we may use image as an honorific gesture like

"nice" from which we would wish to withhold the cold shower of

definition. Is it possible that when we enhance "image" — calling

it charged, calling it deep; when we refuse to call it "an image"

unless it is unreal — that we are saying something like "I only

respect an image when it becomes a symbol"?

Anyone who considers the ambiguity of "image" a modern

degeneration should consult the OED. If I suggested using

"image" to mean a sense datum, often but not always part of

metaphor or component of symbol, I would accomplish nothing,

because metaphor and symbol, words which we use as if they de-

scribe things that happen in language, are as imperfectly defined

as image is.
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Robert Bly

RECOGNIZING THE IMAGE AS
A FORM OF INTELLIGENCE

1

Before I set down some thoughts about the image. I'd like to

set down some thoughts about its place among other powers that

make up a good poem. I have asked myself what the powers are

that make a poem forceful, and I have settled on six of these pow-
ers, elements, or energy-sources. Sometimes they change in my
mind, but I'll set down the six I see now, and go over them briefly.

In the first niche we could set the image. Ell give two exam-
ples: “The blind man on the bridge is as gray as some abandoned
Empire's boundary stone.'"'The landscape, like a line in the psalm
book, is seriousness and weight and eternity.'' In the image the
human sees his relationship to some object or a landscape. The
human intelligence joins itself to something not entirely human.
The image always holds to the senses, to one of them at least,

smell, taste, touch, hearing, seeing of color or shape or motion.
Statements such as “The good of one is the good of all" abandon
the senses almost successfully. The image by contrast keeps a

way open to the old marshes, and the primitive hunter. The
image moistens the poem, and darkens it, with certain energies
that do not flow from a source in our personal life. Without the
image the poem becomes dry, or stuck in one world. The two
images above are Rilke s, who seems to me the greatest contem-
porary master of the image.

However, we notice that even a brilliant image is lost if sur-
rounded by stiff, petrified, archaic words. Writing poetry, we
have to learn to leave archaic words behind, leave them, as Ma-
chado says, to the poets in whose age the words were not archaic.
Walt Whitman in the Nineteenth Century and William Carlos
Williams in the Twentieth, especially, made American poets alert
to the language we speak, and, in general, most working poets
today in the United States understand the spoken quality well
Kenneth Rexroth, Robert Creeley, Louis Simpson, Denise Lev-
ertov, Russell Edson, Gary Snyder - and we all know many more
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— are masters of it. The music of pitches enlivens spoken lan-

guage; how to indicate on the written page where the pitches

should fall is a problem not solved yet. Perhaps this difficulty is

connected with the overly simplified syntax we have been using.

But a lot has been done. So the sense of a speaking voice I'd put as

the second power.

However, even if the image is marvellous, and clothed be-

sides in lively spoken language, both will be lost if the tone of the

language is fluffy, charming, and inconsequential. Something

like psychic weight I would call the third power. During my
twenties I had the experience many writers that age have: the

writer reads over his or her poems; they seem well-written, and

yet they lack a certain psychic weight. I think this weight, which

comes later in development, is connected to grief, turning your

face to your own life, absorbing the failures your parents and

your country have suffered, handling what alchemy calls lead.

Most Edward Arlington Robinson poems have psychic weight, all

of Cesar Vallejo, Lowell's Lord Weary's Castle, James Wright's best

poems, Anna Akhmatova's best poems, poems by many other

poets we all know.

My sense is that it requires five to ten years of work for a

young poet to develop the image, perhaps five more for spoken

language, another five or ten to achieve psychic weight. I don't

think the order is important. Some may work on them simultan-

eously; it would still take twenty years. I was forty-five or so be-

fore I felt all three of these energies in my own poems, firmly.

Spoken language was the most difficult for me, and it wasn't un-

til This Body is Made of Camphor and Gopher Wood, after ten years'

work with the prose poem, that I felt my own pitches enter.

Let's suppose then that after twenty or twenty-five years of

work, the poet has brought in these three powers: the image,

carrying both the dark and light worlds, themusicof pitches that

comes with spoken language, and an adult grief that makes the

poem feel heavy in the hand.

For myself, at this point I realized I was about half way to the
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poem, as it was understood in ancient times. For example, when I

looked back at my work after finishing This Body is Made of Camphor

and Gopher Wood I was surprised to realize how little emphasis I

had put on sound.

As the fourth power, then, I'll name sound, particularly res-

onating interior sounds. Some poets learn to make a sound-

structure, with internal resonances, sounds calling to other

sounds. I don't believe poets can achieve this without studying, as

the old Sanscrit poets did, sound itself, and studying it apart from

rhythm or cadence or meter. Memorization of many poems is es-

sential to touch this power. As we know, the Druid poetry

schools required the memorization of several thousand lines of

Celtic poetry before instruction was given. In Wallace Stevens

we can hear sounds calling to sounds:

Supple and turbulent, a ring of men
Shall chant in orgy on a summer morn.

In Yeats:

I will arise, and go now, and go to Innisfree.

The sounds make a structure of beams, and even if all the words
were taken away, the beams would still, so to speak, be there.

Russians say Pasternak's and Akhmatova's poems have this sort

of inner structure. Among American poets living now, we feel

some of this knowledge in Robert Francis and John Logan, but
most American poets are not doing it at all.

Memorization of poems once more is the way, and the only
way, I think, for the next power to become conscious. We are still

talking anout sound, and I want to talk next about sound as re-

lated to the drum beat. Robert Flass has written about that in his

Antaeus article "Listening and Making," and written marvellous-
ly. He wants to make sure we understand that he is not talking
about meter. I have already remarked that meter is not the basis
of rhythmic form." Donald Hall also wrote brilliantly about this

power in Field. There he calls it Goat-Foot. If there is no drum
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beat in the line, the goat's foot has not come down. Yeats says:

I asked if I should pray.

But the Brahmin said:

The goat's foot comes down on "But." Blake says:

The little boy lost in the lonely fen.

Led by the wand'ring light.

The goat's foot comes down on "lost" and again on "led." All

prose poems exist without the Goat's Foot, most Whitmanic po-

etry makes no place for it, and it is missing in almost all recent

iambic poetry. In other words, the drum beat is very hard to find

in poetry by living Americans. I find very little of it in my own
poems.

I have one more power left to talk about, also rare in our re-

cent poetry, I mean the power of the story. In our poetry, why
are there so few personalities besides our own? The story de-

pends on many personalities, not exactly "personas," either.

Chaucer loves this power, so do Blake and Yeats. Edgar Lee

Masters did too, and loved it so much that in Spoon River Anthology

he leaps to this stage, without having done much work on sound

or image first. The narrative poem carries some story power.

Among living American poets Ed Dorn does this well, so do Rus-

sell Edson and William Stafford, but the master is Thomas Mc-

Grath in his Letter to an Imaginary Friend. No one pays any attention

to it I think because we simply don't respect the power of the

story, though Homer, Beowulf, Aeschylus, Rumi, Dante and

Goethe make it clear how important it is.

With this said, we can return to a concentration on the im-

age, but I wanted, by setting these thoughts down, to make clear

that no matter how much I respect the image, I don't consider it

to be the only important element in a poem, nor the most impor-

tant. It is one of six or seven.
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2

Poets my age and younger have probably placed too much
emphasis on the image in recent years, too much, that is, in rela-

tion to the other powers. My own overemphasis on image has

been partly at fault for that, but one could also say that other

critics who should have balanced or corrected the overemphasis

on image did not appear. I am glad of the new criticism appearing,

by Robert Hass, Charles Molesworth, Frederick Turner, all prac-

ticing poets. The image brings so much moistness to a poem that

it cannot, I think, be overpraised, but when a poet works on it

solely or mainly he or she may, without intending it, let other be-

ings in the poem starve. It's possible that Williams starved the

resonating sound and drum areas of his poetry by working so

doggedly on colloquial or spoken language.

The image belongs with the simile, the metaphor, and the

analogy. Shelley said, "Metaphorical language marks the before
unapprehended relations of things." Owen Barfield remarks in

his marvellous book called Poetic Diction (which is about many
other things as well) that he would like to alter only one detail

in Shelley s sentence. He would change "before unapprehended
relationships" to "forgotten relationships." He says that ancient
man stood in the center of a wheel of rays coming to him from
objects. As an example of a "forgotten relationship" we could
mention the relationship between the woman's body and a tree.
The Jungians have uncovered that recently, by reproducing old
plates showing a woman taking a baby from a tree trunk. We all

know other examples. Many relationships then have been for-
gotten — by us. They can be recovered. "For though they were
never yet apprehended they were at one time seen," Barfield
says. "And imagination can see them again." When a poet cre-
ates a true image, he is gaining knowledge; he is bringing up into
consciousness a connection that has been forgotten, perhaps for
centuries.

I think Barfield s understanding of the image is tremendous.
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The power of the image is the power of seeing resemblances.

That discipline is essential to the growth of intelligence, to every-

one's intelligence, but especially to a poet's intelligence. Emerson,

who was Thoreau's master, said, talking of true analogies: "It is

easily seen that there is nothing lucky or capricious in these anal-

ogies, but that they are constant, and pervade nature. These are

not the dreams of a few poets, here and there, but man is an

analogist, and studies relations in all objects. He is placed in the

center of beings, and a ray of relation passes from every other

being to him." The question we have to ask of an image, then,

when we write it is: Does this image retrieve a forgotten rela-

tionship, or is it merely a silly juxtaposition, which is amusing

and no more?

3

I'd like to go on, and discuss one more idea Barfield lays out.

He maintains that every true image — every image that moves us

— or moves the memory — contains a concealed analogical se-

quence. "Analogy" holds the word "logic" in it. He believes that

the imagination calls on intuitive logic to help it create the true

image, or to see the old forgotten relationship. He gives these

lines as examples of images of that sort:

My soul is an enchanted boat.

Which, like a sleeping swan, doth float

Upon the silver waves of thy sweet singing.

I'll try to work out the analogy implied. This is a possibility:

My soul is to your singing

as a boat is to water.

That's all right, but maybe a little bare.

My soul is to your sounds
as a sleeping swan is to water.

That sequence is better, because it includes the idea of enchant-

ment, which has a secret resonance with "sleeping swan."
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Barfield's idea then is that an image involves the logical intel-

ligence; one has to be intelligent to create an image, and intelli-

gent to understand it.

I'll set down one more image Barfield quotes, more mysteri-

ous this time:

What is your substance, whereof are you made,
That millions of strange shadows on you tend?

We can feel enormous energy enter the poem with the word
"millions." The energy is thought-energy that Shakespeare gave

to the creation of the image. Barfield remarks that"sometimes in

retracing the path back to the hidden analogy, a great deal of ab-

straction is necessary before we can arrive at the ratio." The ratio

is his word for the sequence of analogies which we unravel slow-

ly, but which the imagination saw in a flash as it was writing the

poem. What is the hidden ratio that underlies Shakespeare's im-
age? We could try this:

Your inner personality is to ordinary personality
as a great magnet is to a stone.

That s possible, but it doesn't feel quite right. Let's try this:

Your substance is to the mysterious interior being
as a great medium is to ghosts longing to speak.

That's better. Barfield suggests the ratio is this:

My experience of you is to the rest of my experience
as the sun is to the earth.

I like this delving. Delving like this makes clear that the true
image has thought in it; complicated analogical, even logical, per-
ceptions fuse with imagination to make a strong image.

That statement is true in eternity, and such a grasp of image
is important now, in order to balance the disparagement of image
that one sees here and there. Ira Sadoff, for example, in APR
(Nov-Dec 80 ) says: "While the deep image poem acted as an im-
portant corrective to the time-honored Anglo-Saxon tradition
on the ascendancy of the head over the body, too often it also re-
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fused what can only be called intelligence, the possibility of re-

flection upon experience, the ability to make sense of our his-

tories, our limits as well as our possibilities/
7 He follows this

observation with an image poem made up in three minutes, as if

it were easy, as if any high school student could write as well as

Trakl.

I know that Ira here is warning against the way the fun of

creating images can lead to, and has led to, silliness, and I agree

with him on that; but in his sentence he refuses to distinguish

between the true image and the silly juxtaposition. His essay sug-

gests that he has a grudge against the image; and it sets forth the

doctrine that the word "intelligence
77

is to be reserved for the dis-

cursive poem. Such overstatements should not be let go without

comment.

I like intelligence when it appears debating both sides of a

question in the discursive poem, and I also like intelligence as it

appears in an image. My respect for the image has deepened,

rather than diminished, in the last ten years.

4

Having spoken about the discipline of creating images as an

exercise of intelligence essential to the poet's mind, and called

attention to Owen Barfield's ideas on that. I'll end this piece with

an idea of my own about the image.

I've mentioned that the image joins the light and dark

worlds. It is a house with a room for each. An image may join the

world of the dead with the world of the living; it makes a house

with a room for each. Trakl wrote:

The oaks turn green

in such a ghostly way over the forgotten footsteps of

the dead.

It may connect what we know with what we don't. I wrote these

two lines:
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So much lies just beyond the reach of our eyes . . .

what slips in under the door at night, and lies

exhausted on the floor in the morning.

It may join what is invisible with what is visible. Neruda said of

death:

It is like a shoe with no foot in it,

like a suit with no man in it . . .

Nevertheless its steps can be heard,
and its clothing makes a hushed sound, like a tree.

Bert Meyers in his poem about his days as a frame-maker,
polishing wood, said:

At dusk I drive home
the proud cattle of my hands.

These are not real cattle, but he is proud of his hands as the dairy
farmer is of his superb Holsteins, that walk home, as Bert cor-
rectly sees, in some mood that looks like pride. So the uncon-
scious contributed its body experience, and, momentarily, turned
his small hands into immensely large cows.

Each of the images I ve set down above merges two colors of
consciousness, but the objects generally stand for something
within human experience, or within human consciousness.

It's possible there is another sort of image, which the an-
cients knew about. It is less like a container and more like an arm.
It reaches out of human consciousness to touch something else.
We find it in Blake's "Tiger," and other poems of his. I noticed
when putting together News of the Universe that Goethe, Novalis
and Holderlin open their poems to this sort of image, in a way
rare in the English language poets of the time.

Apparently the power of a myth depends on at least one of
these arm images. Such an image, once found, persists for cen-
turies, and people never exhaust its possibilities. Yeats has a good
example of it in his poem in which Mary speaks:

The terror of all terrors that I bore
The Heavens in my womb.
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Here we feel the non-human universe has entered the human
through some sort of channel given by the image. There is terror

in it. The imagination has placed the Milky Way inside the womb.

We don't feel it as an analogy.

Another example is the astonishing detail mentioned in the

tale of Persephone's descent into Hades. She disappeared from

the meadow, and when they found the hole into the earth, her

footprints were gone, obliterated under the tracks of pigs. A herd

of pigs had gone down with her. There is great power in that, and

it is somehow related to the pigs Christ drove over the cliff.

Images of the "arm" sort carry us into the area in which mat-

ter responds to the human unconscious. No one knows much

about that; we hear it touched on in events that happen "syn-

cronistically": after longing for a book for a week you walk into a

stranger's house and see it lying on the table. It appears also in

the frightening experiences the subatomic physicists have had in

the "Copenhagen experiment."

Both sorts of image present intellectual evidence against

what I called in News of the Universe the "Old Position," the notion

that human reason is alone in its intelligence, isolated, and un-

changeably remote from the natural world. We do feel a gap be-

tween ourselves and nature. We can remain in the gap, and let

the two worlds fall apart farther and remain separate. Or a hu-

man being can reach out with his left hand to the world of human

intelligence and with the right hand to the natural world, and

touch both at the same time. Barfield says that the power that

makes us able to touch both is called "imagination." It has the

word "image" in it. I recently came across an image the ancient

Norwegians created for Thor: lightning over a ripe barley field.

There it is again: the ancient Gothic imagination was unwilling

to accept the severe categorizations of outer and inner, divine

and human, intelligence and matter, that Aristotle and Descartes

acquiesce in. This true union, this oneness of worlds, is what

Wallace Stevens means by the word "Harmonium." I'll end this

piece with four divine lines by Wallace Stevens, when he is stat-
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ing his belief that human beings will once more understand this

union.

And in their chant shall enter, voice by voice.

The windy lake wherein their lord delights.

The trees, like serafin, and echoing hills.

That choir among themselves long afterward.
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Russell Edson

IMAGE AND LANGUAGE

The image comes all at once. Language is the enemy of the

image, because language likes to describe and tell stories. Lan-

guage would like to reduce the image to mere description.

Yes, poems are made of language, but the image is essen-

tially nonverbal; and since it is, the poor image has more in com-

mon with dreams than it has with language.

The art of the poem is the making into language what cannot

be made into language.

Still, the image must stand away from the language that car-

ries it. The image belongs more to its own physical universe than

to the idea that the poem has of it.

The psychological object should have about it the sense of

something not fully discovered. If the language of the poem suc-

ceeds in completely translating the image, the image has failed.

There must remain always something hidden from language; an

intuitive presence stronger than the language that carries it.

Then the image has dimension and reality.

It is best to let the image be what it means to be, and not force

it into literary ideas and ambitions. For the freed image tells more

of this world by showing us another.

As long as the language of the poem is rational enough not to

muddle the image, and doesn't attempt to go beyond the image,

anything is possible.

The madder the image the better, the stranger the image the

more wonderful. And if clams come to play accordions, rejoice in

their music . . .
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Marvin Bell

NOUN/OBJECT/IMAGE

We are greedy. We want the image to be more than the ob-

ject, despite how hard it is merely to see an object and render it

accurately. We are self-centered. We want the image to be partly

subjective. We are proud. We want the image to carry our "Vi-

sion." We are vain and competitive. We want the image to be our

kind of image, our signature, our brick wall.

But photographers can do the object, and painters redo it,

better than we. What can we do with it that they cannot?
We can put the object into motion, a motion even more con-

tinuous than that in film, where the screen must stay put. We can
give the image a non-imagistic context. Hence, the object alone
will suffice if deftly placed, and will be treated thereafter as if it

itself piesents inside and outside, self and other, here and there.
Of course we can also make of the image a place. We can locate
there. And we can use the image to objectify our emotions, even
sometimes to express them.

Most of the talk about imagery sounds like broadcasts of
Army football games of the forties. Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside
(Doc Blanchard and Glenn Davis), working together, couldn't be
beat. And it s true that a star or two will compensate for one's
deficiencies elsewhere. In our country, a so-so mind with a talent
for vivid imagery will be praised, while a brilliant mind and ear
lacking it will generally be ignored. We are not just tv watchers.
We have become tv readers.

Pound's definition of the image — "an intellectual and emo-
tional complex in an instant of time" (from Poetry

, March 1913)— is often reduced in conversation about the image. For all his
earning, Pound's heart remained in popular song — Provencal
lyrics. He would never have made poetry by squeezing it just
rom his brain, as have his more esoteric followers.

Pound s image has two parts, and produces an equation be-
tween feeling and object. Stieglitz was making such an equation
when he photographed clouds and called them "equivalents

"

The clouds were equivalent to his emotions. No emotions, no
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Imagism, remember, in reaction to the second-best poetry of

its time, published a complete set of principles for tight, dramatic

writing. Its advice to show, not tell, was only a part of its pro-

gram. When it turned into what E.P. called "Amygism" (for Amy
Lowell) — poems by poets who imitated the method but lacked

emotional depth — Pound got out.

Now the image doesn't work the way we say it does. Take

probably the two best-known examples of Imagism. First,

Pound's "In a Station of the Metro." Pound finds it necessary to

use half the poem to explain what's coming: "The apparition of

these faces in the crowd." Only then can he lay before us an im-

age: "Petals on a wet, black bough." The poem accomplishes an

image, but not without explanation.

Second, Williams' "The Red Wheelbarrow." "so much de-

pends," he writes, "upon a red wheel/barrow," and says nothing

about what depends on it. The poem argues for Imagism, but its

method is rhetorical: the effect of the poem depends on the rhetori-

cal beginning of its only sentence and on those expectations

which it may thereby establish and frustrate. From the frustra-

tion itself arises the point to be made. In other words, though one

could argue the propriety and advantages of a red wheelbarrow,

it could have been something else.

Are the greatest accomplishments of American poetry those

of imagery? I myself think not. Thinking about American poetry

(and also about the poetry of young Americans and even about

what might be called "Workshop Poetry," good or bad), it occurs

to me that it tends to be heavy on rhetoric but light on imagery.

Indeed, the colloquialization of rhetoric may be an American ac-

complishment. The British are better in court but their poetic

rhetoric wears leaden boots. The French do more acrobatics but

say less. Our idiomatic lingo is heavily rhetorical and metaphor-

ical.

Our practice of Imagism (I would argue that we have been

practicing at it ever since the Movement) much of the time has

been mindless — the one great flaw in American poetry by which
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our practice is shown to be limited by an absence of sufficiently

considered theory.

Now to your questions. Of course my ideas about imagery

have in some ways changed and in some ways remained constant

just as I have changed and remained constant. I don't usually

think about imagery apart from other concerns. I am fairly cer-

tain that a preoccupation with images is characteristic of our
technological society and will remain so. I am fairly sure that im-

ages in poems have less effect and less value than is claimed by
those who are dependent upon them. I know that imagery can

be a breeding ground for the fraudulent visionary, the mystifier.

I suspect imagery has kept many unthinking poets writing and
publishing, but there s always something. Those among us who
love Imagism too much are held by its dead hand. So are those of

us who hate it. To be free, one must proceed as if writing is an ad-

venture into the unknown. From where one begins, one may see
or imagine many images. And later there may be many surprises,

some of which may be images. The 'so much" that "depends" on
each object/image is the object/image itself. In a field, and in a

Field, we too are among those objects. The notion that man's
brain is superior to a tree will lead to the premature end of civili-

zation. But so will the notion that a tree is superior to a brain. At
least the tree, as far as we can tell, is too smart to think so.

Now if we get into the poetry of William Carlos Williams, the
most misunderstood, mislabelled and poorly-imitated poet of our
time (still!), we shall never see the end of our discussion. For Wil-
liams is a poet of syntax and idea far more than he is a poet of
things or images. His thing" poems are mere exercises. His great
works are not at all dependent on images. Rather, like most great
poems, they are each centered in one image — that one from
which the poem derives or toward which it proceeds. The image
of the poem is vastly more important than the image of the line.

My book titles are images, but not always things. Is this pos-
sible? The titles are Things We Dreamt We Died For; A Probable Volume
of Dreams; The Escape into You; Residue of Song; Stars Which See , Stars
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Which Do Not See; and These Green-Going-to-Yellow

.

Each of them

stops short of presenting a single object to which a reader might

attach his or her understanding of the whole phrase. In each case

the image is, to my mind, bigger than that. To my mind, an object

which has been turned on its head or covered with a shroud is

still just an object. In such cases, one tends to turn it right-side-up

or uncover it in one's mind, thus enjoying the pleasures of the

riddle. But for me, writing is not a riddle, anymore than the unex-

plored Polar Cap was a riddle for Byrd. Call it a riddle if one likes,

it was a great space.

In my generation, the best image-makers include Mark

Strand, Charles Simic, Louise Gluck and Charles Wright. In the

generation ahead of mine, one would have to name Galway Kin-

nell and the late James Wright. In the poetry of James Wright, we
can trace the development of what is best in American poetic

imagery. In mid-career, by way of Spanish and German poets

(notably, Trakl), he develops the crisp, startling, "deep" imagery

of The Branch Will Not Break. Imagery is not enough, so he puts

back more rhetoric in Shall We Gather at the River. In the end, in To

a Blossoming Pear Tree, he writes a plain, colloquial, narrative line,

made glorious, heightened and also relieved by gorgeous images

— many of them emotional correlatives, not to what has already

been expressed outright, or will be, but to other, deeper re-

sponses. In such work, Wright refines one of the most powerful

uses of the image (to tell us something more, from underneath)

and also implies by his continuing need for rhetoric the limits of

the image (for the "deep" image, once allowed to dominate the

surface of the poem, becomes only the surface).

Images are not the essence of poetry, even for those who

make them well. They are only one among many symptoms of a

poet's quality of mind and force of imagination. Still, I too am

knocked out by them. Who would not wish to have written these

lines by Roethke: "Is that dance slowing in themindofman / That

made him think the universe could hum?" I myself think this an

image. I also think an image is contained in these lines: "The rain/
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is too heavy a whistle for the certainty of charity." Those are my
own lines, and they have haunted me for years.

The image is bigger than the object. But the noun is larger

still. The secrets of the mind take the form of nouns. Those im-

ages in dreams which are taken to signify: they are merely the

surface of things.
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Gerald Stern

THERE IS WIND, THERE ARE MATCHES

A thousand times I have sat in restaurant windows,
through mopping after mopping, letting the

ammonia clear

my brain and the music from the kitchens

ruin my heart. I have sat there hiding

my feelings from my neighbors, blowing smoke
carefully into the ceiling, or after I gave

that up, smiling over my empty plate

like a tired wolf. Today I am sitting again

at the long marble table at Horn and Hardart's

drinking my coffee and eating my burnt scrapple.

This is the last place left and everyone here

knows it; if the lights were turned down, if the

heat were turned off, if the banging of dishes

stopped,

we would all go on, at least for a while, but then

we would drift off one by one toward Locust or

Pine.

— I feel this place is like a birch forest

about to go; there is wind, there are matches, there

is snow,

and it has been dark and dry for hundreds of years.

I look at the chandelier waving in the glass

and the sticky sugar and the wet spoon.

I take my handkerchief out for the sake of the seven

years we spent in Philadelphia and the

steps we sat on and the tiny patches of lawn.

I believe now more than I ever did before

in my first poems and more and more I feel

that nothing was wasted, that the freezing nights

were not a waste, that the long dull walks and

the boredom, and the secret pity, were

not a waste. I leave the paper sitting,

front page up, beside the cold coffee,

on top of the sugar, on top of the wet spoon.
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on top of the grease. I was born for one thing,

and I can leave this place without bitterness

and start my walk down Broad Street past the

churches

and the tiny parking lots and the thrift stores.

There was enough justice, and there was enough
wisdom,

although it would take the rest of my life — the next

two hundred years — to understand and explain it

and there was enough time and there was enough
affection

even if I did tear my tongue

begging the world for one more empty room
and one more window with clean glass

to let the light in on my last frenzy.

I do the crow walking clumsily over his meat,
I do the child sitting for his dessert,

1 do the poet asleep at his table

waiting for the sun to light up his forehead.

I suddenly remember every ruined life,

every betrayal, every desolation,

as I walk past Tasker toward the city of Baltimore,
banging my pencil on the iron fences,

whistling Bach and Muczynski through the closed
blinds.



ARTHUR'S LILY

I could never feel sorry for Arthur Vogelsang,

resting among his Kafir-lilies and his phoenix tree.

I could never say there he is

in Los Angeles wiping his eyes from the smog
and leaping across the great crack in his sidewalk.

He has a whole desert to live in without poets;

he has the letter of Ezra Pound cursing jellyfish;

he has the city of Baltimore to remember.
— I could never drop a tear for him,

knowing he is standing by his crooked mailbox;

I could never lure him with our warm water

or touch him with our snow,

knowing he is buying a white Chrysler,

knowing he is throwing the grapefruit;

I could never drag him back,

knowing he is talking to the cement frog,

knowing he is practicing footprints,

knowing he is planning another ecstatic voyage.
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Linda Vavra

BABY POEM 4

My mother does the dishes

looks out over the yard

where moonlight picks out

a trunk, a branch.

She hums to herself.

Flecks of soap bloom

on her hands and disappear. When she finishes

she goes to my father,

watching cars out the window,

gathers him up in her arms.

His legs hang, his head is larger

than her shoulder, balanced in the curve.

She carries him as though he were so light,

a bird, a pan of water

taken into a sickroom

placed at the foot of the bed.

At first he wants to say

I can walk by myself. Or
Pm too heavy

trying to rise out of her arms
toward the ceiling, the strange bent shadow
of his head coming to meet him.

But something in him likes being carried,

the sway of his legs,

her mouth like a small window
over his face.

The room looks different from her arms,
she's so tall,

bends to fit the door,

stands by the bed rocking him
crooning

oh oh see the moon
oh oh see the stars
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Mark Jarman

"WHAT CHILD IS THIS?"

Out in the parking lot, preseasonal,

the Christmas carol stops with a car engine.

And the lovely tune it is set to, "Greensleeves,"

continues, like a dimming light in a radio,

haunting us as we go on talking to Grandfather.

Hovering like adorers at his chrome crib.

Father and I might make him laugh, if he could stand

outside his coma, his scrawny doll's body,

reading the crack in our attention, the worry —
Will he remain like this through Christmas?

He might wonder that himself, waiting for heaven.

But when he sighs and smacks his lips

the sounds are so personal, I jump. And Father,

snapping on his razor, sighs back to him

a commiserating "Yes," and tells me to keep talking.

And it's like talking to the one-sided past,

telling him he's released, his God is waiting,

and hearing only his silence, the razor shaving him,

and the old hymn yoked to the older folk song,

the cast-out lover complaining through the holiness.
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Linda Pastan

ARK

for Stephen and Elizabeth

We all know
how the animals entered

that other ark

in twos,

even the promiscuous rooster

with his chosen hen,

even the snakes entwined

remembering an earlier voyage

from Eden.

And Noah himself who knew
the worst of matrimony,

bitter words for breakfast,

complaints of sawdust

on the floor, nails underfoot;

at night her back turned,

hard and cold as the tablets.

Later the calls of mating

through the wet nights,

the tiny whir

of the hummingbirds' twin motors,

the monkeys' odd duet.

When the dove flew off

to find land

its mate perched on the railing,

the only creature

in that windy world alone.

I remember my wedding.

Standing before the ark

I thought of seas of matrimony,
of shipwreck.

When he stepped on the glass,

to recall the ruined temple, they say
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I whispered: Man's dominion

over Woman. He smiled and shook his head
and later held a shard of glass

up to the light. In it

we saw condensed a perfect rainbow
and the white flash

of the dove's return.
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Miroslav Holub

TEETH

Teeth are a rather ridiculous inside remnant of the outside.

Their life is filled with dread that they'll be forced outside again

and lost there. A lost tooth doesn't know whereto, it doesn't

know if it's clenched or revealed in a smile, it doesn't know how to

put down roots and so it loses its capacity for aching.

Many teeth have been lost thoughout the history of civilisa-

tion, now by educational and corrective measures in the lives of

younger individuals, now by the wasting away of old age. Teeth

that have been bashed in during the development of civilisations

don't rot, they scurry along in the darkness, scared of daylight.

Some just grow tired, and are discovered and described in some
new scientific discipline.

Remaining teeth convene on dark cloudy evenings, trem-

bling with horror and telling the old gum stories, fist stories,

stories of stiff boots, of other kinds of bashing. These stories

are not without some unintentional comic effects, the teeth be-

come comic figures, repeating their plots evening after evening,

century after century.

That s how the puppet theater came about.

It's the theater of teeth, for which there's no mouth.

Now close your mouths, children, and listen.

translated by Miroslav Holub and Stuart Friebert
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Charles Simic

ASTRAL MATTERS

Every so often someone climbs

To the top floor for a glimpse

Of the directors and their secretaries.

It's quiet and dusty up there

As if long after office hours.

With most of the bulbs out tonight.

It's hard to make out the name and nature of each

business

Along the endless dim corridors.

Still, how nice it would be

To catch a sight of a late-working executive

Of some Fire and Life Insurance Co.,

Impeccably tailored, descending in a hurry.

Instead, there's the carrot-haired Venus

Coming with mop and pail,

And beyond her, the usual

Three or four perpetual motion enthusiasts

In a line

Outside the dark patent office.
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INTERLUDE

A worm
In an otherwise

Red apple

Said: I am.

It happened on a chipped

China plate.

At a table

With twelve empty chairs.

The rightful owner
Of the apple

Had gone into the kitchen

To get a knife.

She was an old woman
Who forgot things easily.

Dear me.

She whispered.
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PAWNSHOP

The same old story

With the same old thing

In hand

Peeking through

A window-grille.

First thing in the morning.

He can take his time.

Until he makes out

A bit of adam's apple

In a mirror

That hangs in the lovebirds'

Empty cage.



DRAWING THE TRIANGLE

I reserve the triangle

For the wee hours.

The chigger-sized hours.

I like how it starts out

And never gets there.

I like how it starts out.

In the meantime, the bedroom window
Reflecting the owlish aspect

Of the face and the interior.

One hopes for tangents

Surreptitiously in attendance

Despite the rigors of the absolute.
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DARK FARMHOUSES

Windy evening,

Chinablue snow.

The old people are cold

In their kitchens.

Truck without lights

Idling on the highway.

Is it a driver you require?

Wait a bit.

There's coal to load up,

A widow's sack of coal.

Is it a shovel you need?

Idle on,

A shovel will come by and by

Over the darkening plain . . .

A shovel.

And a spade.
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OLD MOUNTAIN ROAD

In the dusk of the evening

When the goats come.

The two pale ones nodding as they pass.

Unattended, taking their time

To graze by the curve.

Its sharpness indicated by a broken arrow.

In the last bit of daylight

I saw a blonde little girl step

Out of nowhere, and bow to them, stiffly.

As one does at the conclusion of a school pi

And disappear, pinafore and all.

In the bushes, so that I sat

On my porch, dumbfounded . . .

The goats' intermittent tinkle

Growing fainter and fainter.

And then hushing, as if on cue.

For the whippoorwill to take over

Briefly in the keep of the giant maples.

Child! I thought of calling out.

Knowing myself a born doubter.



Charles Wright

LOST BODIES

Last night I thought of Torri del Benoco again,

Its almond trees in blossom,

its cypresses clothed in their dark fire.

And the words carved on that concrete cross

I passed each day of my life

In Kingsport going to town

GET RIGHT WITH GOD /

JESUS IS COMING SOON . . .

If I had it all to do over again

I'd be a Medievalist.

Ld thoroughly purge my own floor.

Something's for sure in the clouds, but it's not for me.

Though all the while that light tips the fast-moving

water.

East wind in a rush through the almond trees.

The cross was opposite Fleenor's Cabins below the hill

On US 11W.

Harold Shipley told me, when I was 12,

he'd seen a woman undressed

In the back seat of a Buick, between two men,

her cunt shaved clean.

In front of the motel office.

They gave him a dollar, he said, to stick his finger

up there.

What can you say to that,

everything Jesus promised.
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(My five senses waiting apart in their grey hoods.

Touching their beads,

licking the ashes that stained

their lips)

And someone to tell it to.

Torri del Benoco, on the east side of Lake Garda,

Was north past Peschiera and San Vigilio,

under the Bardolino hills.

I seldom went there, and remember it poorly.

One Sunday, I drove through town on my way to Riva

at the top of the lake.

An east wind was blowing out toward the water,

Down through the vineyards, and down through the

trees at the lake's edge.

I remember the cypress nods in its warm breath.

I remember the almond blossoms

floating out on the waves, west to Salo.

I remember the way they looked there,

a small flotilla of matches.

1 remember their flash in the sun's flare.

You've got to sign your name to something, it seems
to me.

And so we rephrase the questions

Endlessly,

hoping the answer might somehow change.
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Still, a piece of his heart is not a piece of your heart.

Sweet Jesus, and never will be, but stays

A little window into the past,

increasingly licked transparent

And out of shape.

When you die, you fall down,

you don't rise up

Like a scrap of burnt paper into the everlasting.

Each morning we learn this painfully,

pulling our bodies up by the roots from

their deep sleep.

Nobody takes that road now.

The tourist cabins are gone.

And Harold, and Rose Dials

Who lived in a tarpaper shack just off the highway,

Nailed hard to the mountainside.

And the two men and the Buick too,

Long gone down the Interstate

And the satellites that have taken us all from town.

Only the cross is still there, sunk deeper into the red

clay

Than anyone could have set it.

And that luminous, nameless body whose flesh

takes on

The mottoes we say we live by . . .
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Of all the places around the lake.

I've loved Sirmione best.

Its brilliant winks in the sun

And glassy exceptions like a trace in the mind.

Others stay in the memory like pieces of songs

You think you remember but don't,

only a phrase here and there

Surfacing as it should, and in tune.

Gardone and Desenzano are like that, and Torri del

Benoco.

Mostly what I remember is one garden, outside the

town of Garda,

Between the lake's edge and the road:

Corn and beans, it looked like, and squash and

finocchio.

All things that come to him come under his feet

In a glorious body,

they say. And why not?

It beats the alternative, the mighty working
Set to subdue the celestial flesh.

And does so, letting the grass go stiff, and the needles

brown,

Letting the dirt take over. This is as far as it goes.

Where deer browse the understory and jays

leap through the trees.
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Where chainsaws

Whittle away at the darkness, and diesel rigs

Carry our deaths all night through the endless rain.
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LOST SOULS

From the bad eye and early morning

you raise me

Unshuttered from the body of ashes

you raise me

Out of the dust and moth light

memory

Into the undertow of my own life

you make me remember

I never dreamed of anything as a child.

I just assumed it was all next door,

or day-after-tomorrow at least,

A different shirt I'd put on when the time was right.

It hasn't worked out that way.

My father wrote out his dreams on lined paper,

as I do now.

And gave them up to the priest

for both to come to terms with.

I give you mine for the same reason.

To summon the spirits up and set the body to music.

The last time I saw George Vaughan,
He was standing in front of my father's casket at the

laying out.

One of the kindest men I've ever known.
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When I was 16, he taught me the way to use a

jackhammer,

putting the hand grip

Into my stomach and clinching down.
Riding it out till the jarring became a straight line.

He taught me the way a shovel breathes.

And how the red clay gives away nothing.

He took my hand when my hand needed taking.

And I didn't even remember his name.

One evening in 1957 I found myself outside of

Nashville,

face down on the ground,

A straw in my mouth, the straw stuck deep

In the ginned heart of a watermelon,

the faces of five friends

Almost touching my face

As we sucked the sweet gin as fast as we could.

Over the green hinge of the Cumberland Plateau

The eyelash dusk of July was coming down

effortlessly, smooth as an oiled joint.

Agnes rolled over and looked up at the sky.

Her cousin, our host, rolled over and looked up at

the sky.

What a life, he said. Jesus, he said, what a life.
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Nobody needs to remember the Kingsport Times-

News
In the summer of 1953,

but I do.

Disguised to myself as a newspaperman on my slow

way
To the city jail to check the drunk tank,

full summer and after supper,

Korea just over, the neon of Wallace's News and

Parks-Belk

Lying along the sidewalk like tear sheets of tinted

plastic.

Across Center and down to Freels Drug,

then left, and then left again

Into the blowing shadow and light

Under the elm trees,

The world and its disregard in the palm of my hand.

Nobody needs to remember the smell of bay rum
And disinfectant,

the desperate grey faces

Of dirt farmers caught in the wrong dark at the

wrong time.

Bib overalls sour with sweat and high water,

Brogans cracked and half broken,

the residue

Of all our illuminations and unnamed lives . . .

At least I thought that then.

And nobody needs to remember any of that,

but I do.
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What does one do with one's life? A shelf-and-a-half

Of magazines, pictures on all the walls

Of the way I was, and everyone standing next to me?
This one, for instance for instance for instance . . .

Nothing's like anything else in the long run.

Nothing you write down is ever as true as you think

it was.

But so what? Churchill and I and Bill Ring

Will still be chasing that same dead pin-tail duck

down the same rapids in 1951

Of the Holsten River. And Ted Glynn

Will be running too.

And 1951 will always be 1951.

A little curtain of flesh, Blake said.

For his own reasons . . .

And I had mine to draw it last night on the Wasatch

Range

And pull it back as the sun rose

over the north fork

And blue weave of the Cumberlands.

It was June again, and 1964 again,

and I still wasn't there

As they laid her down and my father turned away,

I still imagine, precisely, into the cave of cold air

He lived in for eight more years, the cars

Below my window in Rome honking maniacally

O still small voice of calm . . .
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POETRY 1980: FOUR REVIEW-ESSAYS

Marcia Southwick, The Night Won't Save Anyone (Georgia, 1980).

Many poets who'd published as many solid poems in maga-\

zines and chapbooks as Marcia Southwick had before putting this \

first book together would likely not have waited so long to do so.

Indeed, some would have squeezed several books out of her dis-

tinguished and considerable list of publications, or at least have

tried to make a larger book than this. But she's to be saluted (her

editor, too?) for taking such patience with the collecting, struc-

turing and ordering of these poems, and her patience is not only a /

hallmark of the book as a whole, it pays enormous dividends in /

the individual poems themselves. From the first poem on, we're/

\

in the hands of a serene, careful, clear-headed story teller who
\

will not rush what she has to tell, will not damage the lines of the\J

tales; who lets insights come into their own the way the intelli- A
gent, though drifting mind works when eyes are shut and all is \

seen from a deep center. The experiences of these poems are given to

us; and we, who may be used to celebrating the poet as magician,

looking as we do for the stunning image and quick leap to drive /

the poem home, have some relearning to do with our reading/

habits.

I'm using story in the largest sense, to describe the chief char-

acteristic of the poems, which is not to suggest that they are

prose texts masquerading as poems, or even texts that should

have been committed to prose. Quite the contrary: the way the

words behave one to the next, the way the lines are hung out, are

pop try,

-
.making aj_jts ancientjjest. In other words, there are no

sudden swerves or jolts of the gratuitous sort, no laying on of

metaphors which do not resonate throughout the texts, or ad-

vance the story line. Which is not to say that the poems do not
take us to unexpected, mysterious places in short order — which
all good poems must manage — places we need the poet to guide
us to. And beyond. s

Though the book is perhaps somewhat artificially divided
into four sections, with subtitles that seem to clamp down on the
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poems within (i.e. "What the Trees Go Into"— "Fables"- "Upon

(

Hearing of a Drowning in the Connecticut River" — "The Night
Won t Save Anyone '), it's apparent that within each section
there's a kind of musical progression, as in a sonata, from first

poem to last; and many themes that play in each section are re-

played, or echo, in other sections. Most obviously, this is true of

poems like "A Song of Drowning" in Section I, and "Upon Hear-
ing of a Drowning in the Connecticut River" in Section III. But
this drowning motif or story also comes to the fore in"Doppel-
ganger" in Section II, and in mysterious snatches or figures in

seyeral poems in Section IV. Less obvious perhaps, and hence
>re striking as it sinks in, is what I'll clumsily call the theme of

lislocation,' or, in Southwick's powerfully simple phrase, "and to

[hem [other people] I am always there but never here . .
." She's

possessed by this motif, and after Thomas Mann, as ingenious as

^anyone I've encountered at making it the nucleus which nour-

ishes her poetic vision. I want to turn to the poem in which that

line occurs, the poem that is central to the profound way South-

wick thinks things through, the way she makes us see and feel an

,idea. The poem, "Winter Gulls," comes just past the center of the

book .and forces us to reflect back differently on the earlier pieces,

/ cfr stories^) in the first two sections; stories that can be under-

st6©4r^h)oyed and profited from without our believing them to

\ the last detail; stories that still bear wisdom and beauty, but as a

Icind of modern fairy-tale, or "Fable," as the second section is sub-

titled. From "Winter Gulls" on, however, to the end of the collec-

tion, Southwick confronts her own standards of credibility in

astonishing ways. In so doing, the poems lock on her, she some-

|

times cannot resolve their rhythms as easily as in the first,

ydream-world pieces, but she is right not to, because the poems

are complex and do not lend themselves easily to 'control':

WINTER GULLS

At first I narrow my eyes

because I think that maybe the gulls want more
from me

than simply my observation of them,

but then I realize I'm mistaken.
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it's just that they are usually thought of as

beautiful,

while to me they look like scraps of dirty cloth

as they flap about over a dead fish left on the dock.

On another day, I might have exorcised them

more easily from my mind, or I might have walked

out to the wet rocks and thought again of all the

years

the rocks and the tide have stayed

unmoved by each other. But today, it's as if the

grass

doesn't want to be disturbed by anyone
walking too quickly, so I stay in one place

and keep staring at the gulls reeling over the fish.

And I think of myself as elsewhere,

how around me there are always other people,

and to them I am always there but never here,

and it seems to me that this is a terrible tragedy

like losing a best friend,

though everyone keeps talking nevertheless

or calling to each other over what they think

is the not too serious distance between them.
But sometimes, like now,
I can feel that distance becoming acute —
It's as if I were asleep

and trying to open my mouth.

I suspect many a poet would have been happy to stop with
the first stanza. But like the mirroring, metaphysical poet she is,

Southwick lifts one further drape, lets us see past where we
might get stuck, in at best a two-dimensional frame ("staring at

the gulls reeling over the fish"), toward the seminal place, the
"terrible tragedy" of our lives that the gulls can only hint at.

Southwick takes a deep breath, and forces herself to go on think-
ing in the simplest way, sensing the collecting power of the bibli-

cal ami: "And I think of myself as elsewhere . .
." ("And I think

• • • and to them ... and it seems . . ."). As these re-*

flections break over us. That s it!' we say, finding the transcen-
dent moment in human relationships, and are able to rid our-
selves of our cliches - about loneliness in crowds, about loneli-
ness in ourselves. No one can see anyone over this "serious"
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distance, we shall all be elsewhere. There is of course solace in find-

ing the place where 'The rocks and the tide have stayed/ unmoved
by each other," and watching gulls flap over dead fish below. The
.closing image tells the truth, we are one with all creatures, with

/ our drowned pasts, but it is not what we'd have imagined with-

out Southwick's tailoring. With a little twist of thread she

stitches the final figure, "It's as if I were asleep/ and trying to

open my mouth." In "The Marsh," which immediately precedes

"Winter Gulls," she explores the same geometry of loss and ab-

sence, in lovely, stopped asides to herself: "So I'm almost afraid,/

because there must be other ways/in which I am left out of the

landscape — ," and in the final stanza, which slows everything

down and restores the single focus, the moment is realized with

even more vulnerability: "I find myself unable to explain/all that I

have discarded — ."

In one of my favorite poems in the early part of the book, she

plays with the same truths of our loneliness, even if in a more ex-

pected, sometimes artfully contrived way. Here is the 'tale':

I AWAKEN

My son wakes me
and says mother
the birds never arrive,

they die in mid-air.

Listen closely,

do you hear their bones

falling to the ground?

No and I get up,

smoothing away the impression

my body makes on the bed.

My daughter

throws her dolls

into the river;

she says mother
I can feel a shadow coming,

longer than the river
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(a crocodile

drags her reflection

under the water)

and it is not a shadow
it is what the trees

go into.

A nightmare sat

like a bird

on my chest:

now I am a bird

but I used to be like you —
a young married woman
who liked to knit.

Really, you are a weasel

and you are envious

as you enter the closet

to destroy my dresses.

I take the children to town
where a puppet
representing the oldest woman

is carried through the square
and sawn in half;

if I die, don't be afraid.

Before I rise,

I will waste plenty of time

counting the grains of barley
you scatter over my grave.

I know there's a heavy rain

no one can fix.

Before it arrives,

it passes

through the numb hearts
of the dead;
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it soaks their clothes

until they wake.
It almost drowns them.

I know I will take up my needle
and stretch a thread over the water

so the dead can cross safely

hand over hand.

Never mind the false notes and wrong turns in this piece —
for example, though the daughter's voice is believable, the son's

is not (too much poet-narrator in his way); that crocodile drag-

ging the reflection under is something we've heard before, but

more to the point, it feels like a literary beast, not endemic to this

landscape; and the poem's 'fabled' place, i.e. the village, the

square, seems too easily appropriated — is Southwick merely

translating all our pasts into some mythic place? I wish she'd

chosen a place 'closer to home': maybe the river she was afraid of

as a child, the one she remembered as huge and frightening, the

one her dog drowned in, but when she took her children back to

visit, years later, lo and behold the river was just a tiny stream

they leapt across. And finally, it's not clear enough just why the

mother tells her children of her . . . "nightmare . . . like a

bird/on my chest"; and who is saying, farther down, "if I die, don't

be afraid." It could be the mother, or it could be the puppet about

to be sawn in half. It can't be both, not for our emotional logic to

work here. That would be cruel parenting, playing her own fears

and delusionary tendencies out on the children. But. But! The

other part of me falls for the sweep of the story, the moves across

generations and landscapes to what I'll call the 'tailoring' past of

all our storytelling ancestors. I love the notion of not being able

to fix the rain, and will remember for a long time the lovely last

figure of the needle being taken up, the thread stretched over the

water "so the dead can cross safely/ hand over hand." This nar-

rator- mother-oldest-worn an -ever is a master puppeteer who can

reduce the scale of our tragedies for our children's perspective —
to the size of a tiny diorama/I think of Pollock's Theaters — so
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they can see the tiny dead safely across the water which, having

drowned them once, shall never gather them up again. Once, in a

hotel awaiting surgery at the Mayo Clinic, I discovered a tiny

packet of needle and thread courtesy of the management, and re-

call turning to my mother — I was eleven — certain she would

repair anything the doctors couldn't fix. So I bless this poem, as

we do all literature, for drowning us in that 'other' story from our

past that is conjured up and mixed with the story told and heard.

In the second section of this book, the part Southwick calls

"Fables" (Kafka would have talked her out of calling them that,

see his notes to his publisher on the subject), she passes the tales

— "Kasper Hauser" — "Doppelganger" — "Vasilisa the Beauti-

ful" — "Passionately"/after a poem by Eluard — and "Thaisa" —
through her hands (some borrowed, some blue, some old, some

new) the way an old tailor checks for rips and tears. There are

none, these texts are perfectly, seamlessly made, and show
Southwick at her very best. In closing, I want to look at "Vasilisa

the Beautiful," from the Russian fairytale, because it connects

deeply with her own mythmaking and is clearest about the ways
she uses the 'other' tale to deepen her vision:

VASILISA THE BEAUTIFUL
from the Russian fairytale

1

What's the use?

There's nothing wonderful
about being so beautiful.

For my sisters,

I do all the work.

Start a fire,

mix the dough,
wash the plates,

milk the cow!
They knit

by the light of a single splinter
of birch,

and when the light goes out
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they knit in the dark,

the needles still glowing.

2

Find us light!

I walk through the wood
to a witch's hut,

a hut that spins

on fowls' legs.

Now I work for the witch.

I prepare the meals:

a pot of borsht

and half a cow,

twenty chickens

and a roasted sow,

cider and mead
and home-brewed ale,

beer by the barrel

and kvass by the pail.

3

I have a little doll.

It tells me what to do:

take a skull from the witch's fence

and hide it

beneath the worm-eaten roses.

But I go home.
I carry the skull on a stick.

The eyes can glow,

so I see my way.

My sisters won't know.

They're alone in the house.

The skull's on fire!

The fire's a wish

my sisters don't have.

And the wish burns.

Cinderella gone Russian for a spell, then defecting to Amer-

ica: "I have a little doll. /It tells me what to do . . (echos of I
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have a little shadow. . ?). There are places in southern Ohio

where farmers take the doll of their child who drowned in the

stream and fix it to the bridge nearby. The eyes glow when you

drive by at night. Now, meeting this doll at the end of the poem, I

know it has moved in time and space. It has a past and a future.

If we accept it, the object that most repulses us, having been told

(warned?) to ".
. . hide it/beneath the worm-eaten roses/

7 we

can go home, return with the light the others lack. If they haven't

a clue, the wish will burn. This conclusion marks a real difference

between the fable's conventional way and Southwick's of rec-

ognizing signs. As in "Winter Gulls," she was just a woman
watching the birds, another figure in the scene (the counterpart

to this in "Vasilisa" is, "There's nothing wonderful/about being

so beautiful"). But let her begin her reverie, "And I think of my-

self as elsewhere . .
." — "I have a little doll . . .

," and she be-

comes part of the scene in the most important way, as the one-

turned-out, the visionary who, upon returning, has nothing left

for those who've thought of her as there all the time. What re-

mains, she sees in "Passionately," by way of Eluard:

7

There is nothing but this delicate face

There is nothing but this delicate bird

Far off on the pier where children become weak

At the parting of winter
When clouds begin to burn
When new air takes on its color

As always

There is nothing but this infancy flying in front of

life.

In her extraordinary poem, "The Gates," Muriel Rukeyser
has seen something similar:

How shall we venture home?
How shall we tell each other of the poet?
How can we meet the judgment on the poet.
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or his execution? How shall we free him?
How shall we speak to the infant beginning to run?
All those beginning to run?

The judgment on Marcia Southwick is clear, she's free, her
number will not be called.

Stuart Friebert
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David St. John, The Shore (Houghton Mifflin, 1980).

Philip Booth ,
Before Sleep (Viking, 1980).

"x

I like lean, spare, underexplained poems that crawl me to the^

edge of the abyss and hang my head over for a second. I dislike

self-pity, self-conscious displays of agility, and self-indulgent

editing. Therefore, both Philip Booth's Before Sleep and David

St. John's The Shore give me great satisfaction.

In The Shore a man is alone, and he doesn't like it. The uni-

verse dissolves away from him; human beings touch to complete

each other, fail, and shrug off; time leaks; place crumbles. Being a

man, he wants to be an architect, but the intractable stuff forbids

him to plan. Most would react with a stance of self-pity or anger
or stoic acceptance, but though we see him pulled in these direc-

tions, David St. John doesn't allow himself to indulge in anything
so easy and merely dramatic. The most marked quality of both
the, persona and the poetry of The Shore is scrupulousness. He is'*

too honest to pretend that he has been singled out as~a~ victim,

that it is his or anyone s or anything's fault, or that it is unen-y
durable. And he still insists on making a thread from chaos and/
melody from discord.

What is left in memory seems pearled and lit.

("The Shore")

There is a melody inventing itself.

("Of the Remembered," VI)

I still wish to see,

if as the stone door closes, faith follows.

("Of the Remembered," IX)

The vague design that doesn't come
from me, yet holds me
to it, just as you might, another time.

("Until the Sea is Dead")

In other words, this poet is unabashedly romantic; more sobe r ;
honest, careful, and tight-lipped than the type, but still asking for
the farthest possibility, deformed though it is:
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1 11 say for both of us the small prayer
Sworn to live beyond the night:
Until the stars run to milk,

Until the earth divides, until these waves
No longer rake the headland sands,

Until the sea is dead. . . .

The q uality of the poems is evenly high . St. John just won't
include less than his best. Forty-seven pages (eleven single poems
and one sequence in ten parts) in four years seems scant, but to

have this quality each poem has to be — and I know is — the tip

of a large iceberg. The poems tend to be rather long, two or three
pages each, and their form is more often than not detailed medi-
tation at a deliberate pace. The most frequent rhythm is reflec-

tive, extended perceptions revolved on the tongue and thor-

oughly savored before swallowing. The sentences tend to be par-

enthetical, appositive, qualified, so that the concept when fully

rounded out, is a considered conclusion, punctuated by short

lines and short sentences which act like flashes of decision. Not
that his rhythms are monotonous or always predictable. In a

poem like "Elegy" he uses the rhythms of chant, list, question,

command, and fragment.Haul his main rhythmic movemen t is a

quiuLialking about , as in "Of the Remembered, I":

I will tell you. Maybe
You're leaning in the open
Doorway of some Irish bar.

Watching a single tug

Edge a little clumsily into its

Slip, in a Baltimore twilight;

Maybe we're driving the bluffs

Of New Mexico one Sunday morning.
Or maybe the coffee's just

Starting to boil

In the bare kitchen of your rickety

House by the Pacific, as every
Circular pulse of the lighthouse

Slices the dawn fog. Maybe,
At midnight, high on the catwalk
Of the abandoned cannery, we'll

Watch the bent
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Ghost drag his skiff onto the shore.

Turning its keel to face the partial

Moon. Maybe it's this drifting in time
You'll no longer imagine, or the body
Of my voice that you hate. Tell me —
Because you remember a woman calling

Out in our sleep? Because nothing's

Left, if

We're alone? Tell me. I will tell you.

St. John's use of sound repetition is also understate d. Occa-
sionsTtours de force, such as

1

smudgesTfbud and blame of lime," grab the,

ear, but more often one is first satisfied by the sound of a line and
only discovers why by going back and analysing it. For example,
the onomatopoeia of "Braking to a slide, a shudder of trains"

("Blue Waves") or the seemingly inevitable alliteration and as-

sonance of ".
. . as/Even the sea sings one octave in the past."

St. John s diction is exact: no attempt to find the impressive
word or showy metaphor, but great care for the accurate one:

And wrapped the squirrel's split face
In the thick robe of its tail . . .

("Of the Remembered, II")

Circular pulse of the lighthouse

("Of the Remembered, I")

the shingled

Roof sloughing off its tiles

("The Boathouse")

In creating tone, also, St. John provokes envy by his control
rather than his daring. He knows that a wholly straight-faced ro-\
mantic is a ludicrous thing, so he makes sure to undercut any

)such pose. He seldom does it with overt humor (a rueful smile at
the speaker in "Guitar," a wan smile at him in "The Avenues":/
"Even the cheesecake looks a little blue"). But he avoids smugjness. He mocks the man in the olive grove for expecting too mucl(
and overdramatizing himself ("Everything is over. Once more. Thb
worst is past"). He despises the self-deluded revolutionary hero
in Portrait, 1949 ": "You forgot just what / Was true. Thank God
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the government despised/ You." He suspects the easy excuse of
the woman who parts, saying for the nth time that we are like

whales, who must travel in their own times,/ Drawn simply by
the reasons of their lives." And after he has recited the melody
of the remembered, in phrases lofty ("mirrors and lyres colored
at the end by flame"), grotesque ("who are footstools dressed
in our robes"), prophetic ("who will be judged by these scales/ Of
white pebbles and black ), magical ( seven black sails times/

Seven leaves of night"), he allows, finally, that the melody is a
' ijL-reeds^

-

£hjl ip Booth's Before 5/repcomes close to the borderline be-

tween the collection and the long poem. Nearly all the poems re-

volve about the same theme, and the parts of a long poem directly

on that theme punctuate the others at intervals. The result is an-

tiphonal, and it binds the book into a unit that should be read

from beginning to end, rather than sipped at random, as one sips

n;om the usual collection.

/ The poet, in mid-life, is comfortable with his ancestors, his

companions, location, body, and craft; he is taking stock: "He has

sorted life out," and in order "not to tell lies," must start by facing

the most frightening thing he knows — nothingness. "I have to

pegin with nothing,/ In that there is nothing/ to feel, there's

nothing I'd better question." Poem by poem, the rest of the book

denies the most dreaded meaning of nothing — numbness — and

clenches against the more aggressive meaning — obliteration. The
poet feels pain:

"
'You're trying to cry, it's got / to be hurting.'/ 'I

tell you it's nothing,/ nothing at all.' " He rediscovers the possi-

bility of choice and the will to choose: "Nothing but choice, noth-

ing save will:/ . . . I can feel,/ I can name." He rediscovers fear:

"Wherever he moves is over the edge," and "A man / sits all day

/

on the edge of nothing,/ after a while he/ gets numb and falls in."

He rediscovers joy: "He looked and looked for the joy of it." He

becomes aware and depressed by the limits of perception, the fact

that all he can know of direction is like rowing backwards

through fog: "pulling myself slowly/ toward the life I'm still try-

ing to get at." Finally, he resolves "to make of what's here/ what

has to be made/ to make do." Instead of becoming numb, he has

tensed for a leap or a blow.
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Not all the poems in the book are about the poet's own strug-

gle with nothingness. A number show others "making do." They

range from friend and poet-rival Robert Lowell to Durward, a,

local fisherman, whose motor stalled while he was trawling for

haddock and who spent two days thinking of "nothin" until a

Rockland dragger pulled him in, bored, profane, and "down to his

last sixpack." Booth shows respect and amusement toward these

fellow travellers and much tenderness: To Lowell, "Weighed by

your dying,/ Cal, I find myself/ much wanting. How could/ I

dread you less, or/ love you more?" Of Thoreau at twenty,

"Thoreau took the deck and looked back at the cliffs/ that had not

heard of Emerson./ The village shone." And for Liv, his wish "to

belong to how her face/ assumes morning, and crinkles against

/

an old anguish into her dearest smile . . . being so enabled by
her being: to touch/ the day's contingency; to face/ with how she

looks her ways of seeing."

As a craftsman Booth has achieved the control that hides

control. He implies most of his metaphors by careful selection of

literal detail: The hull will / take to the sea the way the tree knew
wind," "Not one branch in infinity/fails to take its own shape,"
and "to throw away nothing,/ practically nothing, nothing that
may / come in handy: within an inertia of caked paint cans,/
frozen L,-clamps, blown strips of tarp, / and pulling-boat molds,
to be able to find,/ for whatever it's worth,/ what has to be there."

Sound repetitions, internal or end-line, are scarcely more
frequent than in normal conversational prose. The following is

typical:

By self-definition

I cannot measure
a particle of myself,
not even the wavelength
of my own shadow. How
can I shape what I feel?
Beyond naming names,
nothing can help.
I learn my limits,

I write what I can;
I didn't become
a poet for nothing.
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Twelve lines, at whose ends the vowels in measure, length, self, and
help reinforce the key word, self-definition, in the first line; and the
consonants of name, can, and become at the ends and of own, can, nam-
ing, and learn inside the lines support the idea that self-definition
is possible. They appear so naturally as to seem accidental. But
cpuld they be?

Booth's rhythms are also those of normal speech, varied, ac-
cording to the demands of situation, from list to dialog to narra-
tive to explanation. He has no mannerisms, unless one could call

mannerisms a strict economy, frequent but clear ellipses, and oc-
casional deliberately ambiguous syntax that works equally well
in both its meanings. The effect is brisk and precise, yet easy;
talk, not singing:

GATHERING GREENS
Donald Dike (1920-1978)

In thin snow
blown inland

from sea, all

afternoon I've

tracked into

the woods after

cedar, hemlock,
and spruce. Eve
come across

mouse-print,

fox-sign, and
deer run to where

the old dark

spends the night

I've been here

before, but not

so far in; not

beside partridge

in blow-down, not

to the deeryard
in snow. I need
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to learn to

protect myself,

as any animal

must. I try

to learn with
myself to be

gentle; to wait

until light

for the first

shadow to

point me out
to the coast

The one incongruity in technique in these poems is that oc^\
casionally the look on the page seems at variance with or in ex-

J

cess of its poem's sound and meaning. I don't mean "Tree Nur-
*

sery," whose trim two-line stanzas suggest the theme of the

poem, to true up," nor "The Valley Road," whose form loosens

toward the end, as the tight buds and winter children it describes,

but Here, which streams out across the page like wind through
a willow and is about the winds of risk and choice, but which has
a syntax and rhythm of reasoned argument; or "Generation,"
whose two-lines-in, one-line-out pattern seems a little too clev-
ei ly matched to its subject; or "Soundings," in which parts of the
punctuation are replaced by wide spaces that suggest the gaps
between soundings. But the poem is about change, and sound\
ings do not necessarily record change; soundings are clean punc-\
tures of perception, and the sentences of the poem do not pro- \
duce discrete blobs of meaning; and visually the separate

j

soundings have fuzzy edges that look more like erasures than J

punctures. In this case the visual form is almost a visual mixed /
metaphor.

I ve left till last Booth's most daring technical risk which is a N
surprising success - the use of familiar general and abstract

'

words, the kind beginners use because they think the vaguer and
more familiar a word, the more it says. This device is almost the
entire rhetoric of the long untitled poem, whose parts interleave
the book:
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What's the story?

The story's this,

nothing at all

like we thought.

Nothing answers to

nothing. Nothing
else. The question

is not how to outlive

life, but how
— in the time we're
processed by — to face

the raw beauty of being.

Only one concrete word — raw. But by using nothing in two
senses, as he has in the other parts of the poem. Booth has made
it both absence and presence, no-thing into all-thingness. It takes

courage to sleep with that Raw Beauty.

f A hasty or careless reading of The Shore could mistake St.

John's understatement for soft melancholy and his scrupulous

accuracy for exquisiteness. A hasty or careless reading of Before

Sleep could mistake Booth's lean irony for lack of passion. You
have to read them both slowly, twice, to be jolted by their con-

trolled intensity. So don't read them while the phone is ringing.

Find you a sand dune, with just a hiss of grass.

Alberta Turner
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Mark Strand, Selected Poems (Atheneum, 1980).

Louise Gluck, Descending Figure (Ecco, 1980).

The dust jacket of Mark Strand's Selected Poems proclaims its

author's "absolute individuality": "Mark Strand is like nobody

else." Well, not exactly. A great many poets write like Strand

these days, largely because as one of his generation's major poets

he has exerted powerful influence, both thematic and stylistic.

The result has not been entirely salutary: what once seemed a

distinctive and original manner now is a good deal more familiar.

Louise Gluck is a poet who has developed much in Strand's mold:

cool, stylized, restrained, minimal. The publication of her third

book and of Strand's generous retrospective selection invites

consideration both of the manner and of some dangers inherent

in it.

Strand's earliest published poems, from Sleeping with One Eye

Open (1964), relied on intricate patterns of rhyme:

It's my night to be rattled.

Saddled

With spooks. Even the half-moon
(Half man.
Half dark), on the horizon.
Lies on
Its side casting a fishy light

Which alights

On my floor, lavishly lording
Its morbid
Look over me. . . .

This rather gimmicky format soon gave way to the subtler and
more resonant verbal forms Strand found to control the experi-
ence of the poems. Otherwise, his work remains remarkably coq^_^
sistent. Strand's subject has always been the odd contingency of 1

presence and absence, of gain and loss, and the stories we use to !

fill the silence that surrounds us. These themes are present from I

the earliest poems to the most recent, and so are the gestures we
recognize as hallmarks of Strand's style. The paranoid, insom- I

mac, obsessive yet curiously detached persona. The suspended
present tense ("It is yesterday. It is still yesterday"). The repeated
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vocabulary: water, stone, sleep, dark, moon. The inversion by which
"nothing" is given weight and presence: "nothing, nothing will

happen," "nothing would change," "nothing, when it happens, is

never terrible enough," "nothing is all." These dramatic and rhe-
torical gestures have been greedily imitated by scores of admir-
ers, thus entering the poetic currency as immediately recogniz-
able mannerisms.

The good news is that, however familiar their manner has
become, the best of Strand s earlier poems retain their remark-
able fascination. The Borgesian parables of identity and separa-

tion like "The Whole Story'^The TunneX77
and "The Accident,"

and neorsurrealist exercises like "The Babies" and "Eating Po-
etry, still seem powerfully surprising. When Darker appeared in

1970, I must have read poems like "The Room" and the madly
Gothic "My Life By Somebody Else" over dozens of times, trying

to fathom how such apparently simple details could evoke such

plangent, hypnotic results. They still do:

THE PREDICTION

That night the moon drifted over the pond,
turning the water to milk, and under
the boughs of the trees, the blue trees,

a young woman walked, and for an instant

the future came to her:

rain falling on her husband's grave, rain falling

on the lawns of her children, her own mouth
filling with cold air, strangers moving into her

house,

a man in her room writing a poem, the moon
drifting into it,

a woman strolling under its trees, thinking of death,

thinking of him thinking of her, and the wind rising

and taking the moon and leaving the paper dark.

This poem I think demonstrates two aspects of Strand's best

work less often remarked than those I've just listed, and less eas-

ily imitated. The first is the degree to which it reaches out to and

creates a world beyond the self. Unsurprisingly, Strand's work

has always been self-obsessed — not confessional, but primarily
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concerned with the uncertain relations between self and world.

“The Man in the Mirror" is only an emphatic example of this gen-

eral tendency:

I look at you
and see myself

under the surface. . . .

You stand

like a shade
in the painless glass,

frail, distant, older

than ever.

It will always be this way.
I stand here scared

that you will disappear,

scared that you will stay.

But the young woman in “The Prediction" is not simply a reflec-

tion of the poet; the poem avoids Solipsism by establishing her
first, and then introducing the poet as a figure of her imagina-
tion. The amusing and mysterious interchange that occurs in the
last stanza depends for its effect on having first established the

separate worlds of present (in which the woman walks beside the
pond) and future (in which the man writes a poem about her).

The poem becomes self-reflexive, collapsing time and space as it

merges the two acts of imagination, but it works only because we
have first seen those worlds in separation. Strand's ability to pre-
sent the expressive landscape with the illusion of precise objec-
tivity helps balance the inward-tending meditation for which he
is better known.

The other important element of “The Prediction" is its

strong narrative line. My earlier reference to Borges was not
accidental: as in the Argentinian master's work, most of Strand's
best poems all I have named so far, for instance — depend on
the forward motion of plot. In this poem, the stylized images are
given energy and impulse by their place in the delicate, incantato-
ry story its single sentence tells. The skillful use of narrative
finds its culmination in two long sequences, both reproduced
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here, from Strand's 1973 volume. The Story of Our Lives. "The
Untelling uses the motif of storytelling, its obsessive weaving
and unweaving, as the source of an extraordinary meditation on
memory, identity, and the irretrievable past. And while "Elegy
for My Father" is a dreamlike, highly ritualized poem, it also tells
clearly and powerfully the story of the father and the son who
mourns him. Here is a brief passage:

When you died your shadow slept at the mouth of the
furnace and ate ashes for bread.

It rejoiced among ruins.

It watched while others slept.

It shone like crystals among the tombs.
It composed itself like air.

It wanted to be like snow on water.
It wanted to be nothing, but that was not possible.
It came to my house.
It sat on my shoulders.
Your shadow is yours. I told it so. I said it was

yours.

I have carried it with me too long. I give it back.

Both these poems repay careful attention; they are for me the
centerpieces of this book.

The danger of such an identifiable manner as Strand's, of

course, is the ease with which it can become mannerism. His
1978 volume, The Late Hour, is disappointing largely because the

imaginative risks of his best work are too often replaced by a per-

sistent mood of passivity and ennui. The two elements I've out-
lined are not much in evidence here: narrative has all but disap-

peared, and these poems seem almost totally self-absorbed. As a

result, the work is less firmly anchored to the world of experi-

ence, and the familiar rhetoric often seems merely rhetorical. In

the first few poems reprinted here, for instance, we find the fol-

lowing phrases: "I walk / into what light / there is,""you will go
on / walking," "I walk under the trees," "Tonight I walked, / close

to the house," "I walked, hearing the wind," "A man walks to-

(

wards town," "I went for a walk late at night." There's the sense

of going through the motions, of manufacturing an occasion in

order to express a mood — and the problem is compounded when
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the moods are so often the same. At the extreme, this sort of

indulgence skirts self-parody, as in 'Tot Roast," of which this is

the first stanza:

I gaze upon the roast,

that is sliced and laid out
on my plate

and over it

I spoon the juices

of carrot and onion.

And for once I do not regret

the passage of time.

)
Too often in The Late Hour the voice is that of the man in the mir-

ror: tired, emotionally attenuated, self-enclosed.

Strand's Selected Poems closes with a set of five new poems that

draw directly on remembered experiences from his boyhood on
Prince Edward Island. Perhaps recognizing the limitations of the

previous volume. Strand focuses here on vivid experience rather
than on the rarefied self, though the poems are suffused with
nostalgia and loss. These poems are richly, beautifully detailed;

here is the middle section of the best of them, "My Mother on an
Evening in Late Summer":

Soon the house, with its shades drawn closed,
will send

small carpets of lampglow
into the haze and the bay
will begin its loud heaving
and the pines, frayed finials

climbing the hill, will seem to graze
the dim cinders of heaven.
And my mother will stare into the starlanes,
the endless tunnels of nothing,
and as she gazes,

under the hour's spell,

she will think how we yield each night
to the soundless storms of decay
that tear at the folding flesh,
and she will not know
why she is here
or what she is prisoner of
if not the conditions of love that brought her to this.
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/If these poems do not finally seem as inspired as Strand's best
work, they nevertheless suggest in their incantatory narratives

I luminous precision new possibilities for self-transcendence.
Taken as a whole, this elegantly printed and bound volume
charts a fascinating process of development. If Strand can man-

1
a8e to bring to his newer, less fanciful subject matter the kind of

’ imaginative daring his earlier work displays, he may well surpass
his^h^frdyron^ achievement.

Louise Glide's work would never be mistaken for Strand's,
yet it seems to me to exhibit some of the same weaknesses that

/ caused a falling-off in The Late Hour. Gluck's work is not without

|

its considerable strengths: its acute sensitivity to the mysteries of
nature, the tense sexual edge that flashes out unexpectedly. But
in Descending Figure these qualities are woefully muffled in man-
nerism. The first poem in the volume is a good example:

THE DROWNED CHILDREN

You see, they have no judgment.
So it is natural that they should drown,
first the ice taking them in

and then, all winter, their wool scarves

floating behind them as they sink

until at last they are quiet.

And the pond lifts them in its manifold dark arms.

But death must come to them differently,

so close to the beginning.

As though they had always been
blind and weightless. Therefore
the rest is dreamed, the lamp,

the good white cloth that covered the table,

their bodies.

And yet they hear the names they used

like lures slipping over the pond:

What are you waiting for

come home , come home, lost

in the waters, blue and permanent.

There are echoes here of the poems by Rilke and Jarrell on the

deaths of children, but none of the verbal or emotional richness

that characterizes the work of those masters. The irony with
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which this chilly poem begins is probably intended to heighten

the pathos; for me its effect is only numbing. The poet seems un-

willing or unable to explore in an extended way the emotional en-

ergy that presumably prompted the poem in the first place. What
I notice most is how firmly managed the poem's logical progression

is: "You see . . . So . . . first . . . and then . . . until at last

. . . And . . . But . . . Therefore . . . And yet. . .
." Gluck

has commented in print on her "paralyzing fear of failure" and
her mistrust of "the reverence for size that pervades our cul-

ture." "The Drowned Children" — and this seems to me true of

her work in general — feels so determinedly minimal in its claims,

so hemmed in by its rhetorical and emotional boundaries, as to

lose much of the potential power of its material.

The other aspect of Gluck's manner I find disturbing is the

ponderous language it often invites. Certainly not all poets need
— or ought — to write in the vernacular; I think immediately of

those whose highly stylized diction produces exhilarating ef-

fects: Laura Jensen, Charles Wright, Thomas Lux, Dennis
Schmitz. . . . But a Gluck poem often culminates in a formal
tableau like these:

. . . Against inhuman landscape,
the tree remains a figure for grief; its form
is forced accommodation. . . .

("Autumnal")

A few leaves fall. A wind parts the long grass,
making a path going nowhere. And the hand
involuntarily lifts; it moves across her face
so utterly lost —

The grass sways,
as though that motion were
an aspect of repose.

("Porcelain Bowl")

There s simply no authentic verbal energy there; again, the im-
pulse seems deflected or inhibited by the poem's decorum, its de-
liberate restraint. At its most excessive, this tendency results in a
poem that sounds like slightly clumsy translation (from French?
German?):

/
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THANKSGIVING

They have come again to graze the orchard,
knowing they will be denied.

The leaves have fallen; on the dry ground
the wind makes piles of them, sorting
all it destroys.

What doesn't move, the snow will cover.
It will give them away; their hooves
make patterns which the snow remembers.
In the cleared field, they linger

as the summoned prey whose part
is not to forgive. They can afford to die.

They have their place in the dying order.

The poem is built on a fairly modest set of natural ironies: the

order inherent in nature's cycles of destruction, the orchard's

simultaneous attractiveness and danger. But Gluck's riddling

(deliberately withholding the identity of the animals), punning
(“It will give them away"), epigrammatic style seems incongru-

ous, inappropriate, its self-consciousness blurring the poem's

emotional point.

There are exceptions: the sequence called “The Garden" is

mysterious and resonant, and “Dedication to Hunger," a poem
about awakening sexuality and (I think) anorexia, has a weirdly

compelling power. But on the whole, as its titles ("Pieta," “Epi-

thalamium," “Aubade") suggest. Descending Figure is a collection of

static set-pieces. Gluck is not alone, of course, in writing this sort

of poem: delicate, passive meditations like these are published

and praised daily. There has been much discussion lately of the

new formalism in contemporary poetry. I'd suggest that the new

mannerism is also among us, and if these two books are indica-

tive, it poses a threat to genuine revelation and discovery.

David Walker
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Charles Simic, Classic Ballroom Dances (Braziller, 1980).

Dennis Schmitz, String (Ecco, 1980).

Last summer, in a composite review for The Washington Post, I

found myself complaining about the tendency of many male

poets to be the victims of their own egotism, placing themselves

at the center of their poems as existential heroes and asking us to

underwrite both their self-pity and self-esteem. The problem is

by no means exclusive to men — among the poets who have set

poor examples we must number Anne Sexton as well as Robert
Lowell, John Berryman, and Robert Penn Warren — but I espe-

cially noticed it among the men in a large group of books I was
sorting through in search of something to praise, and that's the

form my complaint took. Had I had the new collections of Dennfe
Schmitz and Charles Simic before me, things would have been
different; I would have been able to point to two poets of my gen-
eration who, in very different ways, have resolved the problem
of excessive self-preoccupation in their poetry. There are a num-
ber of other reasons for celebrating these poets, of course, and
I shall try to enumerate some of them, but I want to begin my ac-

count of Simic and Schmitz by noting their success at resolving
the crisis of subjectivity that has weakened so much recent
American poetry. How much that success is deliberate and how
much it is the happy result of temperament and sheer talent
would be difficult to say; what is clear is that both these poets,
now in their forties, have found ways of handling subject, voice,
and vision that make them impressive poets and better models/
than some of the poets who have preceded them.

Charles Simic is the better known of the two. There can be
few serious readers of poetry who have failed to discover what
this poet has to offer. The new collection. Classic Ballroom Dances,
contributes to the steady enlarging of Simic's world and canon in
ways that are sometimes familiar, sometimes unexpected. Take
for example the title poem:

CLASSIC BALLROOM DANCES
Grandmothers who wring the necks
Of chickens; old nuns
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With names like Theresa, Marianne,
Who pull schoolboys by the ear;

The intricate steps of pickpockets
Working the crowd of the curious
At the scene of an accident; the slow shuffle
Of the evangelist with a sandwich-board;

The hesitation of the early morning customer
Peeking through the window-grille
Of a pawnshop; the weave of a little kid

Who is walking to school with eyes closed;

And the ancient lovers, cheek to cheek.

On the dancefloor of the Union Hall,

Where they also hold charity raffles

On rainy Monday nights of an eternal November.

1

The title seemed to point away from the ordinary; the poem leads

us back to it, but then we begin to admire the poem as an artifact.

Art turns to life and back again, with elegant sleight-of-hand.

The wit and inventiveness that inform this delightful catalogue

\have been constants in Simic's work from the beginning. The
Vnusic here is perhaps a little richer (e.g., the way ''accident/'

"evangelist," and "sandwich" connect amidst a sizzle of sibilance,

ja soft-shoe) and the movement a little more unpredictable: the

/ poem dances deftly among the "dances" it is discovering. Stylisti-

\ cally, there is less of the overt comparison Simic has always been

so adept at ("An apron . . . The blood on it smeared into a

map"), and even more trust in the simple power of juxtaposition,

cheek to cheek. The images are sometimes of the archetypal sort

from which Simic has created a world of proverbial folk-wisdom

and magical simplicity — the grandmother with her chicken, for

example — but they are counterpointed by images from a much

more mundane reality — the nuns and their names, the charity

raffles on rainy nights — that the earlier work did not tend to in-

clude. Simic is like a magician who is able to work more and more

^things into his act, and following his progress is exhilarating.

As to the matter of subjectivity I raised earlier, we find the

poet present in this poem only as inventor and presenter. He does

not comment on the world of the poem other than by his choices
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for its furnishings, and he does not refer to his own experience or
N

emotions at all. Yet if we try to describe the tone of the poem, we
realize how much his presence means, for he is both the cool and
witty observer of a parade of human folly and the tender cata-

loguer of human sadness and isolation. His apparent absence
(compared to those poets who center the poem on their suffering

and/or sensitive response to experience) turns out, to my mind,
to be a most responsible presence, morally as well as esthetically.

There are poems in this collection, however, where the use
of the first person and the kind of experience invoked make us
feel we are dealing more directly with the poet. "Empire of"

Dreams" is such a poem, "Prodigy" is another:

I grew up bent over
a chessboard.

I loved the word endgame.

All my cousins looked worried.

It was a small house
near a Roman graveyard.
Planes and tanks
shook its windowpanes.

A retired professor of astronomy
taught me how to play.

That must have been in 1944.

In the set we were using,
the paint had almost chipped off
the black pieces.

The white King was missing
and had to be substituted for.

I m told but do not believe
that that summer I witnessed
men hung from telephone poles.

I remember my mother
blindfolding me a lot.

She had a way of tucking my head
suddenly under her overcoat.
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(

In chess, too, the professor told me,
the masters play blindfolded,

the great ones on several boards
at the same time.

The very deliberate movement of this poem, its constant stop-

ping and starting, seems to track the memory's discoveries, sud-

den bursts of brief recall. We recognize that the poem may draw
on personal experience, but we also sense its suppression of per-

sonal emotion; the deadpan manner finally makes the emotional
impact stronger, but it also serves to divert attention from per-

sonal experience and memory to the emerging pattern of chess
1 game as refuge from (and mirror of) the world of tanks, planes,

and executions, a world which also stretches out to include the

history implied by a Roman graveyard and the realms studied by

the professor of astronomy: several boards at once. The ending is

wonderfully inconclusive, especially as it refers us back to the

title: what kind of prodigy the boy is or will be is left open, and we
duck out of his strange little world before we have answers.

/What we'll retain is a strong sense of how firmly the mundane
details of chess set and wartime have been elevated into a stun-

ning design. Again, it is Simic the artist rather than Simic the ref-

ugee or deprived child who remains, as what I've called a respon-

sible presence.

There's a good deal of interesting experiment to be found in

Classic Ballroom Dances. Some poems , like"Baby Pictures of Famous

Dictators," "The Little Tear-Gland That Says," and"Begotten of

the Spleen," go further into the sardonic, I think,_than Simic or

/almost anyonp pise, has-bpp n They take the most nightmarish

\aspects of our century's history and juggle them with a kind of

weird merriment:

The Virgin Mother walked barefoot

among the land mines . . .

St. Peter pushed a cart

loaded with flying carpets.

They weren't flying carpets.

They were bloody diapers.

It was a cock-fighting neighborhood.
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The Magi stood on street corners

cleaning their nails with German bayonets.

(“Begotten of the Spleen")

There's also a good deal of experimentation with movement in

this collection . A poem called “The Stream" is strung out in er-

ratic and fragmentary lines that attempt to characterize its sub\
ject; the sense of engagement that results is striking, and the

j

interpenetration of self and world that this poem achieves con-
/

stitutes a new mood and manner for Simic. Several of the poems*
— “Furniture Mover," “Elegy," and “The Tomb of Stephane Mal-

larme" — are written in a short-line style (one to five words to a

line, average between two and three) with a margin that snakes

in and out, again a new depa rture for this poet:

in this starless

summer night

windy and cold

at the table

brought out

hours ago
under a huge ash tree

two chairs

two ambiguous figures

each one relying

on the other . . .

(“Elegy")

For me these poems are only intermittently successful. Too often A
they ge L so abstract and attenuated that they seem to drift away )

like smoke. But I admire Simic's way of striking out in new direc-
tions, his absence of artistic complacency.

As an artist develops and acquires increasing technical mas-\
tery, there s a danger that the means will become the end, the
symbols and patterns be worshipped for their own sakes, the
craft replace the vision. When this happens, the poet becomes a
parodist of his or her own earlier work, and the vitality and ten-
sion begin to drain out of the poems. Simic has skirted this dan-

jger by letting recent history more and more overtly into his /

mythic world, cross-ventilating it, and by his experiments with/
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form and movement. At the same time, he hasn't abandoned the
terse, understated, witty mode he is master of. The poem I'm

«about to cite is unmistakably Simic's: it bears the stamp of his ar-

tistic personality at every point. Whether or not you could say

it's from this volume isn't so clear, but you don't, reading Classic

Ballroom Dances , find yourself saying, "Oh, that's in the earlier

manner." The poem feels completely right in its context. In its

swift, sharp strokes, its unerring placements, its grim wit and

\
invigorating imagery, it is characteristic of this original and un-

compromising writer at his best:

HARSH CLIMATE

The brain itself in its skull

Is very cold

According to

Albertus Magnus.

Something like a stretch of tundra
On the scale of the universe.

Galactic wind.

Lofty icebergs in the distance.

Polar night.

A large ocean liner caught in the ice.

A few lights still burning on the deck.

Silence and fierce cold.

The reader gets a chance to be creative here, filling out the sug-

gestions and supplying the emotions. Somebody recently called

/those little bitten-off sentences a mannerism of contemporary

poetry. So what? They're splendid. The economy of this poem

ought to make readers rejoice, not grumble. It's a large metaphor

but a miniature novel. It's a Luminist landscape and a metaphysi-

cal kick in the pants. It makes most poets look like garrulous

fools. We should be grateful to have Charles Simic working in

our midst. Especially when we see how easily he has mastered the

relation of the artist to the work of art. He's your partner in Clas-

sic Ballroom Dances — indeed, he's the bandleader, the band, and the

whole damn ballroom — but he also knows how to let you step

out on your own.
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If Dennis Schmitz is less well-known than Charles Simic,

that may be partly attributed to the kind of challenges his poems 1

pose to readers. They are not private or hermetic, but they have a

high specific density, and they ask from the reader a good deal of

engagement and of choosing among possibilities. From his first

book on, Schmitz has been deeply drawn to the musical possibil-

ities of free verse, or rather he has been drawn to an intensely

musical poetry that exploits the possibilities of constant enjamb-
ment in the free verse line. The result is a roughed-up surface

that may deter timid readers (do you like white-water canoeing

or do you paddle on placid lakes?). Everything is lower-case, and
the constant surprises in movement and sound, along with an in-

terest in the perverse, the grotesque, the less frequently ex-

plored regions of the imagination, can be intimidating. But
Schmitz has a devoted and growing following. He is one of our
most original poets, and his newest collection. String, shows his

steady growth and increasing mastery. —
1 11 begin with a poem that Schmitz himself has commented

briefly on, in Alberta Turner's Fifty Contemporary Poets. It belongs to

the first section of String :

RABBITS

the urge to stroke the dead
one back, hand-feed life

to the animal
body even as its soft

vision dilates,

your calluses pulling

fur like lint from the unmendable

flesh, shake your head
& coming back, hose the hutch

before your wife
six months pregnant sees

the rabbit, later

she can launder your sweaty
overalls & empty the few

black rabbit

pellets your pockets
caught, in the closet you
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change & relishing the bachelor
scents of your underwear

drop it to your father-in-law's

bathroom floor, now your voice

weighs nothing though
you sing.

For some reason, I think of cubism. The slicing up of the experi-

ence into unexpected units and jarring transitions creates an ef-

fect that is somehow precise and at the same time dreamy, crisp

but somnambulistic. But musical analogies may be more helpful.

Schmitz has said that he likes the "controlled meandering" of

music like The Goldberg Variations," the announcements, the repeti-

tions, the revelation of units" (Turner, p. 269). In a Schmitz poem
words stand out sharply, with a kind of trembling newness; con-

sonants crackle and dance, vowels whistle and hoot. Start listen-

ing closely to what this poet can do with ordinary speech and un-

likely subjects, and you may grow less satisfied with poets who
ask little of themselves or their readers.

In "Rabbits" we can discern a domestic situation something

like this: a young married couple, the wife pregnant, live with her

parents, presumably on a farm. The husband finds a dead rabbit

in its hutch, thoughtfully strokes it, wishing he could give it life,

then disposes of it and cleans the hutch out before his wife has to

encounter the fact of the animal's death. He doesn't want her dis-

turbed while she is carrying their child. The whole experience be-

comes for him a moment of privacy in which he draws away for a

time from his role of husband and father-to-be and the difficult

position he occupies in her family, relishing his separateness and

brief involvement with death before he returns to his life and, in

the tub or shower, finds himself singing. She will launder his

overalls and shake out the rabbit pellets without sensing the sig-

nificance of the event.

Now look again at the poem's first stanza. Its power inheres

in the way that its form and movement can intensify the psycho-

logical ambivalence of the husband's experience. The first line

singles out the morbid instinct before the syntax is allowed to

take us on to the more conscious impulse to revive. We have a
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moment before we find out that "soft" modifies "vision" in which

we may imagine less innocent possibilities, just as we wait a mo-
ment later to find out that the object of "pulling" is merely "fur."

Close observation makes all this especially palpable and vivid to

us: if you stroke a dead animal the pressure will make its eyes

widen, and if you have calluses (one clue that he's a farmer, along

with the overalls) they will pull small amounts of fur off the ani-

mal as you stroke it. There is nothing arbitrary or unfair about

Schmitz's technique, and the way in which style and form sup-

port subject and vision is exemplary.

Asked if he could paraphrase the poem, Schmitz responded

instead with the wish that "the reader will be more interested in

investigating some relationships in the poem," and followed with

fifteen questions, among them: "How are the rabbit and the un-
born child comparable? How are the husband and the rabbit com-
parable as intimated by the touch, flesh to flesh? . . . Is there a

parallel to the wife's handling of her husband's overalls in the

husband's disposal of the rabbit? In the husband's disposal of his

underclothes? . . . Why does the husband relish his 'bachelor'

scents, his waste? What does his cleaning of himself suggest?
. . . The stanza break before the concluding two lines may make
the reader believe the voice is to be thrown down as the under-
clothes are; instead the voice is what remains, unencumbered.
Why is the voice left? ' (Turner, p. 271 ). I'm not sure I can answer
every one of these questions (I don't know, for example, whether
the rabbit pellets in the pocket are meant to indicate that the hus-
band carried the rabbit around live, in a kind of parody of his

wife s pregnancy that led to its death), but they serve the purpose
of suggesting how open and resonant the poem is, and how much
an effective reading of it must come from a willingness to reread
and ponder. The poem will continue to yield new meanings and
su88 eshons long after most poems would grow tiresome or ob-
vious. This is what I meant by high specific density.

Whether Rabbits has any direct relation to Schmitz's own
life, it is clear that the central character, addressed in the second
person, is an imagined man who is not the poet. The most ob-
vious way, then, in which Dennis Schmitz solves the problem of
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subjectivity and egoism is by the effort of imagining himself into

the lives of others. Schmitz did this in his previous collection,

Goodwill, Inc., in poems like "Widow" and "Tattoo Artist," but
String contains his most impressive efforts to date, both in rela-

tively short pieces like "Rabbits" and "Hard Labor," and in more
extended pieces of about a hundred lines like "Delta Farm,"
which opens the collection, and "The Man Who Buys Hides."The
last of these seems to me especially fine, a realizing of character

in terms of life, sensibility, and imagination that ranks with the

best contemporary examples I can think of: Jarrell's "Seele im

Raum" and Roethke's "Meditations of an Old Woman."

(

f Other poems in String, however, such as "Infinitives,""Mak-
ing a Door," and "Mile Hill," do seem to be based in the poet's life

and experience, and we can examine one of them to raise the

question of "responsible presence" I've posed as a current prob-

lem in our poetry:

MAKING A DOOR

a weedy creek

peeled from the cornfields,

the whole countryside

where I grew up
thaws from the front

windows of this dollhouse

we are making together,

my daughter kneels

to chalk night

on the back windows,
wanting for this one house

all that our family lived

her eight years —
even dreams reduced

to the neat minimum

of her bedroom.
I ask to enter

the doll's world,

tell in altered size

what I dreamed
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in my half of the house:

how I reached speech

through a series of dahs,

made my face a welt

on the five senses —

I go on distributing

myself over the assigned parts.

the house is almost done.

I hand her the saw.

In considering Simic's "Prodigy" I argued that the personal ele-

ments tended to disappear into the emerging design, diverting

our attention from the poet's own experience to the universal

possibilities inhering in the particulars of war, chess, family and
childhood. I would say the same thing here; the father and
daughter collaborating on the fantasy of miniaturization and
containment are any father and daughter, and it is the dollhouse

and its meaning, rather than anything more subjective, that

gives the poem its center and its strength. Like Simic, Schmitz
leaves the emotions unstated and sticks to the details. We can in-

fer his nostalgia and his wish to share the past with his daughter,

as we can her need to form her own life and character out of the

family matrix, but the poet is obviously not interested in self-

dramatization; he is aiming at objectification both of his own ex-

perience and of his daughter's. Like the dollhouse, the poem itself

will finally be an object that contains the complex meanings of

individual lives and family relationships. The poet will be distrib-

uted over the assigned parts and in effect dispersed as a person,
and he will hand the reader the ending as he hands the daughter
the saw: both have to make the opening that takes them into or
out of the miniature world on whose creation they have collabo-

rated. The father-daughter and poet-reader relationships are
very deftly matched. And problems of excessive self-regard are
simply nowhere to be found.

The line between poems founded in personal experience and
poems based in the lives of imagined characters is not the firm
one that my discussion of these categories may have suggested.
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"Soup" is spoken by someone who has worked in a soup kitchen;
that may or may not be true of Schmitz. The speaker of "Making
Chicago is a welder; knowing that Schmitz lived in Chicago for

many years, we may speculate as to whether he worked in the
construction industry. But these are simply not important ques-
tions, since all the poems drive toward the same objectivity and
share the same vision. Just where in the foul rag-and-bone shop
of the heart they had their beginnings is of little or no real inter-

est.

If the objectivity I've cited is a source of artistic strength, the

vision that it projects is what gives String its essential unity. The
issues in Schmitz's poetry are ultimately religious, though they

address questions of our spiritual welfare and suffering in in-

tensely secular fashion. The human condition in a fallen world is

Schmitz's chief preoccupation. Grounded, even trapped, in the

physical, in our bodies and their accompanying absurdities, we
yearn for some kind of transcendence, even if it must be found in

the physical as opposed to the metaphysical, or, as "Mile Hill"

puts it, "we are on our knees / everyday to find on the ground /

what we'd lost to the sky." All of String reverberates to this

(

theme, playing variations on it, "controlled meandering" music,

from the grotesqueries of the title poem through the explicitness

of "Trying to Remember Paradise" and on into such tangential

Variations as "Divining" and "Homing" and "City Gingkos." Hav-

/ ing identified this theme of fallen world and quest for transcen-

\ dence, the reader has a key to even the most difficult poems, like

\Arbeit macht Frei" and "Dog." I particularly like the way it in-

forms the closing poem, "Making Chicago." Schmitz has given us

first an epigraph from Simone Weil, a curiously pessimistic little

statement of faith:

We cannot take a single step toward heaven. It is not in our

power to travel in a vertical direction. If however we look

heavenward for a long time, God comes and takes us up. He

raises us easily.

The building of the city becomes the implicit counter-statement

to this sense of helpless and passive waiting for transcendence.
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The speaker, a welder, recognizes that "prestressed floors" and
"miles of conduit and ductwork" represent "the nerve-impulse"

that "climbs to know God" in the form of the skyscraper, but he
is also aware of the paradox of failure, where "every floor we go
up is one more down / for the flashy suicide." Instead of wait-

ing, as in Weil's model, man aspires. Babel-fashion, to lift himself

toward the angels, and readily fails. The process, however, is one
of human realization, not merely salvation or damnation. To be
"only man" may mean to be merely man, but it can also mean
fully, man on his own, free finally of his metaphysical hopes and
fears:

how slowly we become only men!
I lift the torch away, push up the opaque
welder's lens to listen for the thud
& grind as they pour aggregate.

extrapolating the scarred forms resisting
all that weight & think
the years I gave away to reflexive anger,

to bad jobs, do not count
for the steps the suicide

divides & subdivides in order not to reach

the roof's pdgp

ven life's negative moments are not simply movement toward
death, for one moves not ju&t towardaalya tion or damnation, rise,

oTTa^U^ut^rther into life. That perspective gives death a new
meaning, anTtKFweldeftinds he wants "to take death up more
often II & taste it a little — He is finally both Jacob and Esau,
god & antigod mold what I say," as the workers mold the im-
probably heavy concrete into the soaring form of the building'},
The metaphor of the skyscraper — one thinks of Rilke's cathe-\
drals - is so complex that it makes the poem difficult to sum-

)

marize or paraphrase, but the way in which it provides the/
poem s beautiful culmination is clear enough: /

what future race in the ruins
will trace out our shape from the bent

template of the soul.
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find its orbit in the clouded atmosphere
of the alloy walls we used as a likeness

for the sky? the workmen stagger
under the weight of the window's nuptial
sheet — in its white reflected clouds
the sun leaves a virgin spot

of joy.

I don't think this poem provides hard and fast answers to prob-

lems of faith and the interaction of physical and metaphysical,

human and divine, but in its own way it arrives at a vision that

both contradicts and confirms Simone Weil's proposition; the

workmen stagger under a weight that leads indirectly rather

than directly to an epiphany that, for a moment, raises us easily.
~

~ In its complexity, unity, and music, String is Schmitz's finest

collection to date. It deserves the close attention it demands, and

one suspects that if Schmitz's poems are still comparatively neg-

lected, they will be read long after work that is currently fashion-

able has been forgotten. Both Schmitz and Simic remind us what

poetry has been and can be; they are carrying their own develop-

ments forward in impressive fashion, and in so doing they are

./
_taking the poem to places it has never been.

David Young
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CONTRIBUTORS

MARVIN BELL's new book, These

Green-Going-to-Yellow, is due in

the fall.

ROBERT BLY has recently pub-

lished Truth Barriers, poems by

Tomas Transtromer; News of the

Universe: Poems of Twofold Con-
sciousness, an anthology; and a

Selected Poems of Rainer Maria
Rilke.

RUSSELL EDSON, a frequent

contributor to FIELD, will have
some new work in our fall issue.

Kicking the Leaves and Remem-
bering Poets are among DON-
ALD HALL's most recent books.

MIROSLAV HOLUB's Sagittal

Section, volume three in the FIELD
Translation Series, appeared last

spring. He will be a visiting writer
at Oberlin for the spring semester,
1982 .

MARK JARMAN's new book. The
Rote Walker, is due in the fall

from Carnegie-Mellon University
Press. He has been living and
teaching this year in Murray, Ken-
tucky.

My latest collection," writes
SANDRA MACPHERSON, "is a

small, beautifully printed one:
Sensing, done by Meadow Press in
San Francisco." She is back in

Portland, where she will teach in
the summer session at Portland
State University.

LINDA PASTAN's newest collec-

tion, Waiting For My Life, is due
shortly from Norton. She is teach-

ing this spring at American Uni-

versity and will be on the staff at

Bread Loaf this summer.

GIOVANNI RABONI lives and
works in Milan. His translators,

STUART FRIEBERT and VINIO
ROSSI, are completing a manu-
script of his selected poems, to be

called The Coldest Year of Grace.

CHARLES SIMIC's newest collec-

tion, Classic Ballroom Dances, is

discussed in a review-essay in this

issue. He is the translator of the

prize-winning collection of VAS-
KO POPA's poems, Homage to

the Lame Wolf, the second volume
in the FIELD Translation Series.

This is GERALD STERN's first

appearance in FIELD, and we are

pleased to welcome him. He is the

author of Lucky Life, which won
the Lamont Award in 1977 . The
Red Coal will appear from Hough-
ton Mifflin this spring. He lives

in Raubsville, Pennsylvania.

LINDA VAVRA, a recent gradu-

ate of Oberlin, lives and works in

Chicago. This is her first pub-
lished poem.

JOHN WOODS' most recent book
is Thirty Years on the Force (Jun-

iper Press). He teaches at Western
Michigan University.

CHARLES WRIGHT's new book.
The Southern Cross, will be pub-
lished in the fall.
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